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From plastinates to Panama,
Nerd Culture to natural resources,
students radiate passion for learning
(They even created much of this magazine)
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Greetings from the University of Wisconsin-Green Bay!

With this issue of the University magazine we turn the spotlight on our students and the interdisciplinary,
problem-focused experiences that have always been hallmarks of a UW-Green Bay education.
We’re using fresh language, of course, to characterize that academic philosophy. I am pleased to report
that use of the new institutional brand, 360° of Learning, is slowly but surely becoming second nature
here and increasingly is familiar to prospective students, alumni and community supporters, as well.
360° of Learning is as descriptive and succinct a way to describe the academic experience enjoyed by
our students as we have ever had. It captures the essence of how we go about interacting with students
through course content, campus activities, mentoring, study tours, internships, research and more.
A few weeks ago, my wife, Cathy, and I attended one of the concerts in the Music program’s new
360° Thursdays series. The setting was Fort Howard recital hall and the music fantastic (a faculty jazz
combo), but the highlight was the learning that accompanies every 360° Thursdays concert. Associate
Professor Adam Gaines led the exploration of “jazz standards.” Before each selection he’d get up and
describe the history and form of what we were about to hear. The insights he shared challenged us to
consider familiar jazz tunes from a new perspective. Then he’d pick up his trumpet, join the others, and
play. He’d talk a little more, they’d play a little more. As I glanced about at the attentive concert-goers and
fine turnout — many students and community people —I thought how fortunate our students are to have
such talented and engaging teachers.
Throughout this issue you’ll find examples of students and alumni who have benefited because
faculty and staff members encouraged them to go beyond, to consider multiple perspectives, and to think
critically and creatively. That’s the UW-Green Bay approach. It’s an impactful, effective and all-around
approach to education.
As always, thank you for your continuing interest in UW-Green Bay. Go Phoenix!

Tom Harden
Chancellor
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All the rage
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but faculty research documents downside

on the cover

Eight UW-Green Bay students were invited, at random,
to take a break from lunch in the Cloud Commons on a
recent May day to help University photographer
Eric Miller illustrate that 360° of Learning is all around.
And that our students are fun.
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Intelligence is cool, student says,
but research shows some still hide it

Emily Vogels is a nerd — with a little bit of geek thrown in for good
measure.

is now in its second phase — could help unearth an important phenomenon.

It’s a characterization the UW-Green Bay senior has learned to
embrace, because it reflects the knowledge she possesses. And she
doesn’t want to hide it.

“If it’s something lurking, the more light we can shed on it, the better,” Gurung says. “Students may be playing the pseudo-stupidity card
and not realize the impressions formed of them might be hurting their
advancement.”

But Vogels knows not all students — or people in general, for that
matter — feel as comfortable showing their smarts. So she decided
to study the matter, turning personal area of interest into undergraduate research project. That work, titled “Hidden Intelligence:
Downplaying Intelligence in Social Settings” is getting attention at the University and state levels,
and beyond.
There’s plenty to her study — enough
that she and faculty adviser Prof.
Regan A.R. Gurung plan to submit a
co-authored paper to academic journals for possible publication. But
first, a note on semantics.

Surveys, smarts — and style
So how does one assess whether students are downplaying their
smarts? Vogels started by considering a variety of
reasons people might hide their intelligence —
maybe they’re shy, introverted or prone to
self-monitoring, for example. Keeping those
in mind, she generated a variety of scenarios that students might encounter
in academics, interacting with peers,
and in work or other situations —
scenarios in which it would be
appropriate to express an honest,
intelligent answer.

“There are still
those prejudices against
being seen as possessing
knowledge”

“In my mind, there’s a difference
between ‘nerd,’ ‘geek’ and ‘dork,’ ”
Vogels says. “Those terms are kind
of used in society interchangeably,
but when you get into those subcultures and subgroups, there’s differences. ‘Nerds’ are people who have an
abundance of knowledge and express it.
‘Geeks’ are people that have a focused obsession, whether that be on math and science or comic
books or certain movies.

“I admit it — I’m a nerd, and I’m also a little bit of a geek.”
Nerd TV
Vogels’ study is particularly relevant at a time when nerds, geeks
and various permutations thereof have become a pop culture staple.
From TV’s “The Big Bang Theory” to the hipster phenomenon (more
on that later), it seems nerds are everywhere. But that doesn’t mean
actual intelligence is valued, Vogels says.
“A lot of people in our culture now, they’re drawing attention to these
nerd stereotypes,” she says. “But at the same time, there’s still those
prejudices against being seen as possessing knowledge.”
And while showing or hiding one’s intelligence might make for good
comedy or an interesting plotline on TV, it can have real-life repercussions in the classroom and beyond, says Gurung, UW-Green Bay’s
award-winning Ben J. and Joyce Rosenberg Professor of Human
Development and Psychology. The work with Vogels — their study

Vogels’ survey asked respondents
whether they’d give that straightforward answer about what they
knew, offer an answer but downplay
their knowledge in obtaining it, cop
out of the situation by trying to avoid or
change the topic, or simply lie and offer an
intentionally wrong answer.

Then came the nerd shirts.
In what turned out to be a particularly amusing part of her
study, Vogels carefully selected a variety of t-shirt designs that incorporated knowledge-based — she also calls it nerd-based — humor.
From warnings about drinking and ‘derive’ing to puns based on Pi,
Vogels chose a variety of styles suitable for any nerd wardrobe.
“We had people rate the t-shirts on the likelihood they would wear
them,” Vogels says. “Because then you’d be associated with that
nerdy stereotype.”
She then took the survey answers, the nerd t-shirt factor and selfreported classroom behavior data and — in true nerd fashion —
crunched the numbers. Vogels had hypothesized that there would
be a group of respondents who would downplay their intelligence
not because of introversion, shyness or self-monitoring — but rather
because of negative stereotypes toward expressing knowledge. She
was largely right — and the results were even more interesting when
narrowed to students with a GPA of 3.5 or higher, used in this study as
a measure of intelligence.
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REVENGE OF THE NERDS CONTINUES…
“People who had the high intelligence, and who scored high in being
willing to be associated with the nerd-based humor — it predicted the
likelihood of being honest and expressing intelligence,” Vogels says.
“But people who scored low and did not want to be associated with
nerd-based humor — and who were highly intelligent, based
on their GPAs — were far more likely to downplay their
intelligence.”
Real-life research
One might wonder then, whether the
researcher herself — now so comfortable in her own nerd skin — ever
downplayed her own intelligence.
Vogels grew up with the message
that it was OK to be smart, she says
— but as an elementary school student just trying to fit in, she didn’t
really embrace her brainpower. By
the time Vogels got to high school,
however, she and her friends had “our
own little group of nerdiness” — and
she never looked back. Watching her
apply that experience to today’s research
is just the sort of thing Gurung loves to see.
“This was a classic example of how things should
happen in the world of research,” Gurung says. “She had
an observation from her life and applied critical thinking. This is textbook case how research should work — you see something in life
that’s a puzzle and say, ‘hmm, can I capture this phenomenon?’ ”
The ability to do this sort of research at the undergraduate level will
help Vogels “hit the ground running in grad school,” Gurung says.
She’s a student who truly embraces UW-Green Bay’s interdisciplinary

approach — now articulated in the 360° of Learning brand — and one
who’s not afraid to think broadly about new ideas, he adds.
“She’s extremely self-motivated, extremely conscientious,” he says.
“(Her research) is a great example of innovation, and somebody really
not needing to stick with what’s been done.”
After graduating this month, Vogels plans to continue her education with the intent of one day
becoming a professor. It’s been a busy
spring for the Psychology and Human
Development major, who’s presented
her “hidden intelligence” research at
the UW-Green Bay Academic Excellence Symposium, the UW System
Posters in the Rotunda event at
the state Capitol in Madison — and
finally, at the Midwestern Psychological Association’s annual meeting in Chicago.
The hipster craze
And as for those hipsters? Vogels isn’t
buying it.
“Hipsters play off the nerd idea, with the big
glasses and the social awkwardness, but they’re
not actually nerds or geeks,” she said, referencing the
it’s-cool-to-be-uncool subculture that’s become popular (or should
that be unpopular?) among young people.
“But there’s this obsession now of the counterculture of not fitting in,”
Vogels said. “It’s not actually who they are — they’re just creating an
image.”
And, just maybe, the stuff of future research.

Nerd couture — UW-Green Bay student researcher Emily Vogels used “brainy” t-shirts as tools
for research. She surveyed her subjects’ reactions to an array of shirts with humorous messages —
humor generally targeted at the quadratic equation and periodic table set — to gauge their willingness
to wear such clothing and “out” themselves as nerds. (The samples here, from CafePress.com, are
representative of shirts Vogels used in her study.)
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looking smart:
STUDENT TEAM FOCUSES ON EYEWEAR, personal perception
UW-Green Bay senior Miranda DeMars hesi-

“The coolest part about the entire project is

and impressive delegation. “Downplaying

tated when deciding whether to wear glasses

that this started with simple curiosity and we

Intelligence” classmate Emily Vogels, (fac-

or contact lenses for a job interview.

watched big ideas, small details and hard work

ing page), was another of the UW-Green Bay

turn into physical evidence,” DeMars says.

student presenters. DeMars (below) also pre-

That hesitation became the impetus for her

sented at the on-campus symposium in April.

research. “First Impressions: Do Glasses

She says Novak and Vaughn, each “naturally

Matter?” centered on the idea that people are

independent,” learned from the experience

DeMars will graduate in December of 2013

judged on intelligence and other characteris-

of coordinating the project and working as a

and plans to pursue a master’s degree in

tics based on whether they wear glasses.

team, not uncommon in the research world. “It

higher education administration or college stu-

was a huge growth opportunity, especially in

dent personnel.

DeMars and her team members, junior
Amanda Novak and senior Amy Vaughn, used
49 participants to create two groups, one with

regard to leadership skills such as communication and decision making,” DeMars says.

glasses and one without. From there, partici-

She also credited Prof. Jennifer Lanter of

pants rated others on looking the most intel-

Human Development and Psychology for her

ligent, trustworthy and attractive. The results

support and motivation.

showed, in general, people find those who
wear glasses to be more trustworthy and intelligent while those who did not were seen as
more attractive.

— Reported by Tayler Zajac ’14

DeMars searched around and found no evidence of previous work on the topic by U.S.
college students. That’s one reason the eyeglass project was accepted for presentation at
this year’s Midwestern Psychological Association convention. UW-Green Bay sent a large
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360° of PANAMA
Students come for the spiders, stay for the people
When UW-Green Bay students and faculty
traveled to a small village in rural Panama
in January, their purpose was to explore the
diverse biota of the tropical forest, with a focus
on arachnids.
For many of the travelers, however — students
especially — it’s possible their most satisfying
memories years from now will involve not only
the challenge of locating and identifying exotic
spider species (even new ones), but also the
pleasure of getting to know the indigenous
people who were their hosts.
Jake Eggert (at right in photo below), a grad
student in UW-Green Bay’s Environmental
Science and Policy program, said the threecredit January interim trip to San Antonio,

Panama, taught him much about the Wounaan
culture and its adaption to “westernized ways.”
The 13-member traveling party included faculty and students from both UW-Green Bay
and St. Norbert College, with Natural and
Applied Sciences Profs. Michael Draney (the
University’s “spider man”) and Alma Rodriguez
Estrada helping to lead. The Panama trip was
sponsored in part by the Cofrin Center for Biodiversity and the 1923 Fund.
The Green Bay students received a first-hand
tour of San Antonio led by a village leader
named Felipe. Watching a tribal dance, eating
lunch made by the Wounaans and viewing artwork were just a few of the activities in which
students participated, with Prof. Rodriguez
Estrada translating as necessary.
Eggert says Felipe also gave the group a tour
of the surrounding forest to show the botanical
resources the village uses for food, medicine
and crafts.
Students learned that their Wounaan hosts
– the settlement consisted of 12 families and
about 50 people – had relocated to their current location in about 1970, when members
were recruited to teach U.S. troops jungle
survival techniques. Previously, the tribe was
semi-nomadic and lived in far eastern Panama
near the border with Colombia.

6
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The tribe traditionally moved to a new area
about once per decade to limit environmental
stress on plant and animal populations. New
government policies and nature reserves,
however, have brought change.
Panamanian regulations now limit hunting of
wild game and harvesting of trees. Some of
the old ways continue, with strands of plant
fiber woven to create jewelry and containers for holding water. But cloth once created
from bark, and beads once made from animal
bones and teeth, are now imported from China
as cotton cloth and plastic beads.
Increasingly, the Wounaan and their small
village rely on tourism as a primary source
of income. And, the UW-Green Bay students
couldn’t help but notice, their genuine care for
the environment persists.
Eggert recalls being on a nature hike one day
and coming across a stone that rested like a
bridge over a portion of the path that had been
dug out. A line of ants came down a nearby
tree and marched across the path through the
ditch under the stone.
“Here’s a group of people having outside environmental regulations placed on them, yet
they’re saving ants from being stepped on as
they cross the trail,” Eggert says.
— Reported by Michael Duenkel ’13

FEATURE • 360° of Smart

Work’s a beach for student sea turtle patrol
It would be easy to be envious of UW-Green
Bay science students who spent their entire
summer on the beaches of Hawaii last year,
until you hear about the rats, mongoose and
lava flows.
Environmental Sciences major Kaitlin
Wilke and Biology student Parker Kilsdonk were part of a UW-Green Bay
contingent that spent last summer
camping on Big Island beaches and
hiking through treacherous lava flows,
all in the name of science and saving
sea turtles. A typical day for studentresearchers started at 6 a.m. with beach
patrol for evidence of nesting turtles.
“We then would check our predator traps for
rats and would euthanize them before setting
out on our day hike, which usually was around
two to six miles across old lava fields to check
other beaches for evidence of nesting mamas,”
Wilke said.
A few hours off, and then it was back to the turtle search each evening, monitoring the progress of nesting females, and checking traps for
mongoose that were caught during the day.
“We would check the beach every hour and
we were required to sit on the beach waiting
for turtles from 7 p.m. until 2 a.m.,” Wilke said,
describing a routine repeated seven straight

ON THE TRAIL OF DISCOVERY

days before two days off. “Every day it would
start all over at 6 a.m.”
Kilsdonk (left), who graduated last December, says his favorite experience was
swimming with upward of 15 green
sea turtles at Punalu’u Beach on the
south side of the island. There were
other spectacular sights.
“When we were out of the field,
we lived in houses along the crater’s edge of Kilauea — the most
active of five volcanoes for the
island of Hawaii,” Kilsdonk recalls.
“Each night out of the field, we’d
walk the hundred meters to the crater
and watch the glow from the volcano.”
When checking a nest, students would
carry the hatchlings safely to the sea. After 48
hours, they excavated the nest to make sure
no hatchlings were stuck. They also recorded
the number of egg shells found, the number of
unfertilized eggs and the number of undeveloped eggs to calculate nesting success.
“My favorite part was digging out the hatchlings that could not get out by themselves,”
Wilke says, “because you knew that you were
for sure saving the lives of these hatchlings
that would otherwise die if you weren’t there.”
— Reported by Michael Duenkel ’13

Heavy snow cover across northern Wisconsin made for good tracking conditions when
Biology Prof. Robert Howe led a group of 18
students on a field trip into the forest to spotcheck woodland mammal populations in Forest
County.
The March survey took place at the Wabikon
Forest Dynamic Plot, a scientific reserve set
aside for a long-term, longitudinal study of
trees, plants and wildlife populations. UWGreen Bay has received research funding
through the Smithsonian Institution to carefully monitor predetermined grids for ongoing
changes as part of a larger international project. Fresh tracks of deer and small mammals
— mostly mice and voles — were common.
Students hoping to see clear signs of predator
species were hampered by a recent snowfall,
which would have obscured older tracks from
coyote, fisher or fox that visit a given part of
their range less frequently. (See photos online.)
— Reported by James Taylor ’14
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ADVANCED ANATOMY

GERMANY VISIT PUTS STUDENTS hands-on at Plastinarium
The Body Worlds exhibit has stirred curiosity
and attention at every museum it has visited.
That’s not surprising: It’s a traveling exhibition
of preserved human bodies prepared through
a process called plastination to reveal the
wonders of muscles, tissues, organs and the
skeletal system.
UW-Green Bay anatomy and physiology students will have the opportunity this summer to
travel 4,500 miles to the exhibit’s permanent
home — the Plastinarium in Guben, Germany.
The three-credit travel course, Human Biology
499: Whispering from the Beyond, will be led
by Human Biology Prof. Amanda Nelson and
Associate Dean Donna Ritch.
A behind-the-scenes tour and a thorough
understanding of the plastination process are
just a couple of things students can expect.
They’ll also see the cultural sights in Prague,
Czech Republic, and the solemn sites of the
Auschwitz and Birkenau camps in Poland.
The students will have hands-on experience
in the anatomy laboratory through the Silicone
Plastination Workshop. They will participate
in dissections, autopsies, and plastination,
including the process of whole body fixation

8
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with formalin and arterial injection of polymer.
Students will also work with internal organs
and animal specimens.
Those who made the trip last year worked
side-by-side (above) with Dr. Gunther von
Hagens, the German anatomist who invented
the plastination technique in the late 1970s
at the University of Heidelberg. His Body
Worlds exhibit has toured internationally since
1995 including a stop five years ago at the
Milwaukee Public Museum. The posed displays
have featured, among others, a basketball
player, dancer, chess player, runner and a figure
skating couple to give viewers a chance to see
different internal features of human anatomy.
Senior Human Biology major Sarah Genrich
says the learning experience she had last year
simply could not be had elsewhere.
“We were escorted throughout their facility in
different areas, going through the process, in
the different ways, through the steps they use
consistently,” Genrich recalls.
Dissection and anatomical study of preserved
corpses is clearly of value to medical science
and education, but Body Worlds and the host
museums have occasionally drawn questions

from those wondering if the exhibits violate
propriety or religious tradition, or if donors
were properly informed. Educators and health
professionals say those questions have been
thoroughly addressed.
UW-Green Bay requires students to prep by
studying the use of humans in teaching and
research environments. Students also learn
about the physiological process of plastination
and review currently practiced methods.
Andrew Wenig, a senior Human Biology major,
says aiding in the dissection and plastination
of the cadavers was a memorable experience.
“I was fortunate to be the one to be able to
dissect the foot,” Wenig said. “The foot is challenging to dissect with all the curvature of it.”
Wenig and Genrich both highly recommend
the trip and say that UW-Green Bay’s Anatomy
and Physiology course helped them greatly.
“With all of the hands-on practice and learning
I did there, I couldn’t have been happier,” Genrich says. “I wish we could have stayed there
longer than five days. There were so many
interesting procedures and results the staff has
achieved there.”
— Reported by Michael Duenkel ’13
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Humanities find new hangout
with ‘Digital Commons’ project
Relevance. It’s a word that in the digital age
of shorter attention spans and higher expectations for graphic stimulation, takes on new
meaning daily.

is the statistical element — we can analyze
text in new ways with algorithms. I can
search hundreds of years of digitized texts for
themes.”

So what does relevance mean for the Humanities — a study that evokes traditional images
of students studying the Classics, delving into
prose and patterns with deep and meaningful
discourse between students and faculty?

In independent study projects, students work
with Rybak to explore and share in a digital
environment. They might use Google maps or
digital timelines, for instance, to create more
dynamic reports or visual highlights, or use
hypertext or word clouds to convey meaning.

Humanistic Studies Prof. Chuck Rybak and
his colleagues are delving into the “digital
humanities,” with greater opportunity for
sharing — ancient and modern languages,
literature, philosophy and religion, history and
the visual and performing arts — than ever
before.
Just in its introductory stages, Rybak has created an online “Digital Commons” for his students. (You can check out the commons and
student and faculty projects at the “projects”
link at www.gbdh.sadiron.com/)
“Unlike a website, it’s meant to be more participatory, with chronicled Twitter discussions,
blogs that provide for public feedback, and
examples of technology that allow us in the
humanities to analyze and disseminate like
never before,” Rybak says. “Just the digitizing and archiving of books allows us to create tools (software) that can help us interpret
classical research in entirely new ways. There

“We take these important skills and digitally,
we can provide a forum that extends the
study, and the conversation, and the projects beyond the walls of a classroom. It’s the
opposite of what might be called ‘cul-de-sac
pedagogy’ where students walk in, hand in
their papers, and leave,” Rybak says.
Rybak (at left, below) envisions a time when
UW-Green Bay students will actually create
the software or the tools that help support the
future of humanities. As is, the digital project
has provided deep interdisciplinary opportunities for him and his students.
“Because of this project, I have collaborated
with faculty in computer science and graphic
arts… colleagues I may have never met.
These projects showcase interdisciplinarity at
its core and the outcomes that naturally come
with it — critical thinking, rhetorical skills,
argumentative skills.”

Undergrad
gets turn
as curator
Victoria Adsit, a UW-Green
Bay senior from Whitelaw, had
a chance to live her future this
spring when she worked as curator of the Hmong Art: Changing Traditions exhibit at the Art
Garage, Green Bay.
An art major with an emphasis
in museum studies, Adsit said
time spent with the university’s
collection in the Lawton Gallery
contributed greatly to that confidence.
Stephen Perkins, the Lawton’s
curator, recommended Adsit for
the position based on her career
goals in art conservation and
success within the museum/gallery studies program. “She also
has the personality to work with
different people,” Perkins adds,
“which is an important skill to
have when working with many
different artists.”
The exhibit included traditional
Hmong textiles, digital prints
and collages, and Story Clothes
— which can depict traditional
folk life and even something as
complex as the Hmong people
fleeing Southeast Asia and China
and settling in the United States.
“Museums are one of the best
ways to learn about other cultures and beliefs,” says Adsit.
“I am glad I could contribute to
that.”
— Reported by Tayler Zajac ’14
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Six months in, brand finds success
promoting traditional UW-Green Bay strengths

The University of Wisconsin’s 360° of Learning branding initiative
appears to be heating up. Heading out on a steady course. Off to an
all-around promising start.

references to 360° of this or 360° of that. University publications,
recruiting material, web pages and this magazine carry the new
brand’s graphic signatures.

Forgive the metaphor mash-up, but when you pair the number 360 and
the word “degrees” it is hard to resist.

When the brand debuted just before Thanksgiving, the Cofrin Library
launched an online effort to get 360 UWGB students, faculty, staff and
alumni to share their favorites in a “360° of Books” promotion. Adult
Degree jumped in with a “360° of Perspective” gallery of submitted
images reflecting all-around learning. The Kress Events Center promoted a “360° of Fitness” campaign. Residence Life programming has
consistently promoted 360° of Learning themes.

The new phrase can suggest charting a course in the compass and
navigational sense. It can describe a full pirouette to take in all that is
around you. It can suggest being surrounded (by all things good and
educational, of course). It can also be heard as temperature, although
it would have taken an entire week of Green Bay weather this chilly
spring to reach 360 degrees Fahrenheit.
Don McCartney, a veteran faculty member in the Austin E. Cofrin
School of Business and a respected consultant and teacher of marketing, says it can be any or all of the above, and that’s good.
“Brand language needs to be repeated time after time to gain recognition, but then the risk becomes that your target market tunes it out as
it becomes familiar,” says McCartney, who agreed to pose with one
of his classes for a fun photo (left) that is being used to promote the
brand. “The fact that 360° lends itself to variation is a positive. You’re
saying the same thing, but keeping it fresh.”
He describes himself as a fan — “360° of Learning is a great brand
because it explains interdisciplinarity” — and says the University followed a solid process in conducting research and reaching out to various constituencies.

The Music program immediately scheduled a new concert series, 360°
Thursdays, that coupled performances and dialogue. The idea was to
engage campus and community audiences with new perspectives on
musical styles, history and meaning. (See news item, page 16.)
Praise, and skepticism
Scott Furlong, dean of the College of Liberal Arts and Sciences,
believes most faculty members tend to feel the brand rings true, that
they can work with it. That’s his personal view, too.
“I can envision a commercial with a student at the center with supportive faculty and staff in every direction, each offering something
different or from a slightly different perspective,” Furlong says. “And I
also think it can convey effectively that we put problems at the center.
For me, it works.”

For others… well… university faculty members have a reputation for
being doggedly independent.
“It was important as an institution that we do this,”
McCartney adds. “Some might have wondered
“There are always people who don’t want to be
why — ‘We’re UW-Green Bay. Isn’t that our
branded,” Furlong says. “They simply don’t
brand?’ — but with all the competition
think it’s possible to reduce all we do in a
today that no longer works. I’m not sure
four-year education to a pithy four-word
parents and families and students
phrase.”
knew what we stood for. Or maybe
Some have told him the metaphor
they associated us with ‘Eco U’
doesn’t work because 360° can
even though they wanted to major
also suggest “going around in cirin accounting. It will take time, but
cles,” or that you’re winding up right
The 360° of Learning campaign received
the new brand is a step in the right
back at your starting point.
direction.”
overall Best of Show at the Higher Education

Best in Show for
360° of Learning
campaign

360° of Learning in action

Marketing Report’s annual education advertising
awards. Working with agency BVK of Milwaukee,

Visit UW-Green Bay and you’ll see
the University unveiled the campaign early
360° promotional pennants hanging
this year. 360° ads won gold in radio and
from light standards along the main
entrance roads. Inside the academic
bronze in TV.
buildings are the usual array of signage
and event posters, including many that feature

According to Sue Bodilly, the University’s director of marketing, that’s
OK. Some of these late adapters (or
never adapters, perhaps) are individuals who are nonetheless committed to
UW-Green Bay’s special mission. They
remain enthusiastic about the institution’s
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FEATURE • 360° of Smart

360° TEMPERATURE CHECK CONTINUES…
academic cornerstones of problem-focused learning and interdisciplinary education.

Jones, like Harvey-Jacobs a UW-Green Bay graduate herself, leaves
no doubt she loves interdisciplinarity in practice. But the word?

They’re carrying out the essence of the brand, and always have —
even if the only time they might say “360” is if they’re describing a car
spin on an icy road.

“It always felt clunky — the word itself was clunky — especially with
the first-generation students and families that have always been at
least half our target audience,” Jones says. “360° gives us a
much better platform to start the conversation. We’re seeing that already.”

“On balance, the reception has been very good,” Bodilly
says. “People seemed to appreciate that this would
be a better way to describe what UW-Green Bay is
all about. It also helped that the 60-second video
and first TV spots were engaging, high-energy
and, ultimately, award-winning.

She has seen it with the students who lead campus
tours. Earlier this spring, when she interviewed
candidates for open positions the students
were well-versed in talking about UW-Green
Bay's new brand and the institution's distinctive
academic approach. They weren't just telling a
supervisor what she wanted to hear, either, says
Jones, or parroting back talking points from a
website. "They get it. They understand it," she says.

“You’re always going to have people who will
sign on immediately to a new tag line or brand
language, especially if they believe it can better
market their programs. Others are going to hang
back a little.”
Admissions staff optimistic
Pam Harvey-Jacobs and Jennifer Jones are full-out supporters. They
say they are delighted that UW-Green Bay finally has a brand promise that is sharpened by market research, shaped by self-analysis of
what the University does best and can consistently deliver, and comes
wrapped in an appealing package.
Harvey-Jacobs is the University’s longtime director of admissions.
Jones, the assistant director, supervises the advisers, Student Ambassadors and tour guides who are front line in introducing prospects and
their families to UW-Green Bay.
“We’ve waited for this for a very long time,” says Harvey-Jacobs.
“This has always been a great place, but it wasn’t easy to describe the
advantages of our academic approach here in a succinct and consistent way.”

Michael Duenkel ’13
Manitowoc

Cassandra Stanzel ’14
Green Bay

Tayler Zajac ’14
Belgium

Harvey-Jacobs says the best way to describe problemfocused, interdisciplinary education has always been to
relate examples of individual student success stories and the projects,
research and study tracks they might not have experienced elsewhere, at least as undergraduates. She’ll still share those examples,
but believes they’ll have more impact and will better hang together on
the 360° of Learning hook.
“The message is going to resonate,” Harvey-Jacobs says. “It will benefit from going through a few recruiting cycles and getting more families
and school counselors familiar with it.”
Adds Jones, “It used to be that if you asked 100 different people who
work here what’s special about the University, you might get 100 different answers. Now, I believe, the faculty and staff and those who
already believe in UW-Green Bay are going to be that much more
effective if they’re relating these common strengths in the same way.”

James Taylor ’14
Whitelaw

Veronica Wierer ’14
Sturgeon Bay

Holly Williams ’14
Iola

Katie Van Straten ’13
Green Bay

Student interns make magazine go
If you’re enjoying this issue of Inside 360° magazine, join us in thanking our student interns. Spring-semester interns and student employees
in the Advancement division and the Office of Marketing and University
Communication contributed as follows:
Michael Duenkel, Communication, helped in reporting some of the “360°
of Smart” feature stories. Cassandra Stanzel, Business Administration
and Psychology, compiled most of the alumni notes. Marketing intern
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Tayler Zajac, Business Administation, bylined several short features
and arranged the #360° photos. James Taylor, Communication, wrote
a number of stories for the online University news site, providing fodder for some of the news briefs on these pages. Student photographers
Veronica Wierer, Communication, and Holly Williams, Design Arts,
contributed images to both the online site and print magazine. Graphic
designer Katie Van Straten, Graphic Arts and Business Administration,
has assisted on publications, ads and a variety of projects.

Campus NEWS
Campus News: Lyle
Lahey
*HAVE: cartoon scans:
nixon

"Well, all they told me was to string up
the net so the ball wouldn’t be kicked
into the stands."

"You push that to call us
if you need anything.
It definitely is not a bug"

"I’ll be glad to see winter arrive.
I don’t know if I could have stood
much more of this fall."
Courtesy of UW-Green Bay Area Research Center.

LAHEY CARTOON COLLECTION
LANDS, expands AT COFRIN LIBRARY
UW-Green Bay alumni from the 1970s, ’80s
and ’90s might remember the work of Lyle
Lahey. His quirky editorial cartoons — sometimes gently humorous but often pointedly
satiric — were daily fixtures of the old Green
Bay News-Chronicle.
Lahey died in February at the age of 81. Many
years prior, he had donated 12 boxes of his
earliest drawings to the Area Research Center
at UW-Green Bay’s Cofrin Library. Recently,

Friends, Big Mouth at
Alumni Reunion Days
UW-Green Bay graduated its first class in June
1970 and, near as we can figure, has never
really pulled off a full-on campuswide alumni
reunion. That’s about to change, with the
debut of Alumni Reunion Days this fall,
Nov. 1 and 2. Alumni will have the opportunity
to return for a Friday evening reception and
Saturday morning brunch with fellow grads
and current and retired faculty and staff.
Choice seats for a Phoenix basketball game,
a University jazz concert featuring the popular band Big Mouth, a volleyball match at the
Kress, campus tours, family fun and more will
be among the options. Watch for updates, or
bookmark http://www.uwgb.edu/alumni/

following his death, his family expanded the
collection by donating a sizeable sampling of
more recent pen-and-ink originals.
Deb Anderson, coordinator of special collections for the library, says the collection is
a unique resource for history and communication students and those who simply enjoy
editorial cartoons. Though not digitized, the
individual cartoons are readily available for
browsing.

Retirees invited
One of the anticipated highlights of Alumni
Reunion Days this fall is expected to be the
presence of many retired faculty and staff
members. (Haven’t been back for a few
years? The gathering will be a chance to see
how much the campus has grown and confirm
that old friends and faculty haven’t changed a
bit.) Organizers of the reunion say an active
core of former employees has made the UWGreen Bay Retiree Association increasingly
visible since the organization’s founding in
2008. An oral history project, a well-attended
annual dinner, social get-togethers, a fundraising golf outing and generous gifts to
establish a student scholarship fund are
among the highlights. To see who’s still close
to campus, visit http://www.uwgb.edu/retiree/

The majority of works are from 1968-1979 and
critique local, state and national politics, social
issues, sports, and everyday topics like road
construction and the weather.
The artist was a UW-Green Bay alumnus, of
sorts, in that he attended the old two-year center in Green Bay following his Korean War era
service. He was art editor of The Bay Badger
in 1956 before transferring to Madison.

Chancellor’s Award
for 1923 Fund’s Dhein
Steve Dhein, chief adviser to the higher-edfriendly 1923 Fund Charitable Trust, was
selected to receive the Chancellor’s Award
at May commencement before a full house
at the Kress Events Center. The award is
UW-Green Bay’s highest community honor.
The 1923 Fund — a philanthropic foundation established by the Cofrin Family —
provides important financial support. Dhein
has been an engaged and active presence
with UW-Green Bay natural areas, scientific research, the Theatre program and the
Weidner Center for the Performing Arts.
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CAMPUS NEWS

Thanks to Humana
Health insurance company Humana has been
honored as Recruitment Partner of the Year by
UW-Green Bay Career Services. Over the last
decade, Humana has listed more than 100 jobs,
participated in job fairs and conducted campus
interviews. More than 80 alumni are currently
with Humana. Past recipients include Integrys, Schenck, the Arthritis Foundation, Brown
County Human Services, and Schreiber Foods.

business week A HIT
Call it a success. The third annual Business
Week co-sponsored by the Austin E. Cofrin
School of Business and Career Services
brought campus and community together.
Events included a job and internship fair, an
employer panel, etiquette lunch, tips from young
alumni, mock interview day and a keynote by
Betsy Mitchell, retired Green Bay Packers VP.
Prof. Lucy Arendt says students made a great
impression: “Business leaders commented that
they were extremely impressed with our students’ preparation and self-confidence.”

LeDuc scholarship
Students at the two-year UW College at
Marinette transfer to UW-Green Bay in significant numbers — more than 100 in the last
three years alone. Future transfers will benefit
from a new scholarship fund established by
Jack LeDuc of Green Bay. The Jon (Jack) A.
LeDuc Endowed Scholarship Honoring Ralph
Staudenmaier will fund an annual scholarship
for a Marinette student to attend UW-Green
Bay. Staudenmaier was a friend and businessman from Marinette.

Hendrickson, Temp
UW-Green Bay lost two longtime friends with
the passing of Elizabeth “Betsy” Hendrickson,
in March, at 89, and Jim Temp, who died late
last year at 79. Hendrickson was a master’s
graduate who with her husband, Philip, ranks
among the University’s most avid supporters.
The couple’s names are prominent across
campus, with the Philip J. and Elizabeth Hendrickson Professorship in Business; a business
scholarship; the Hendrickson Community Center; and more. Said Chancellor Tom Harden,
“Betsy was a thoughtful, gracious and community-minded individual, and a wonderful friend.”
Temp is the namesake for James A. Temp Hall,
helped create the Founders Association, cochaired the University’s first capital campaign
and was instrumental to the development of
Division I athletics and on-campus housing.
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No. 1, No. 20 and 11 points
How great a season for the consistently great
UW-Green Bay women’s basketball team?
Try No. 20 in the nation. A final
record of 29-3, including a
perfect 16-0 in the Horizon League, with the
three non-conference
losses, away from
home, coming by
a grand total of 11
points. Twenty-four
straight wins.
Seniors Lydia Bauer,
Adrian Ritchie, Sarah
Eichler, Stephanie Sension and Jenny Gilbertson
bowed out with a 75-71 loss
on LSU’s home floor in the NCAA
Tournament. Over the last four years, with
those players alongside former stars Julie
Wojta, Kayla Tetschlag and Celeste Hoewisch,
the program has posted records of 29-3, 33-2,
34-2 and 28-5, with one trip to the Sweet 16
and a Top 10 appearance in the polls. Coach

Kevin Borseth will seek to keep things rolling
with returning regulars Megan Lukan and
Breanna Ranger, and true freshmen Sam Terry, a 6-0 guardforward from Baraboo who
was Wisconsin’s prep
player of the year,
Minnesota all-stater
Tesha Buck (5-11)
and Lexi Weitzer
(6-3) of Waukesha.
If
the
15-time
defending
conference champs return to
the NCAAs, they’ll hope
to defend an unofficial but
meaningful March title. Each
year, the publication Inside Higher
Ed plays out the bracket by awarding wins to
the programs with the higher NCAA classroom
performance scores. Advancing past LSU,
Penn State, Fresno, Michigan, Oklahoma and
DePaul to earn the hypothetical 2013 academic No. 1: UW-Green Bay.

Popular series to return with
Grosso, Green, Bauer and Birr
UW-Green Bay’s After Thoughts series experienced such a warm reception in 2012-13
that the lineup for next year — in anticipation of popular demand — is already finalized.
• Tuesday, Oct. 1: “Explore Improvisation:
Tap into Your Inner Musician,” by Cheryl
Grosso, UW-Green Bay professor of
Music;

• Tuesday, March 4, 2014: “Hormonal
Chaos: Endocrine Disruptors and Their
Impact on Human Health,” by Angela Bauer,
UW-Green Bay professor of Human Biology;

• Tuesday, Nov. 5: “The Performing Arts:
What Really Goes on Behind the Curtain,”
by Kate Green, executive director of the
Weidner Center for the Performing Arts;

• Tuesday, April 1, 2014: “Hall of Fame
Habits: Bridging the Gap from Frustrated to
Fit and Free,” by Jane Birr, UW-Green Bay
lecturer in physical education.

H cheryl grosso
H KATE GREEN
OCTOBER 1, 2013 NOVEMBER 5, 2013

H ANGELA BAUER
MARCH 4, 2014

H JANE BIRR
APRIL 1, 2014

CAMPUS NEWS

Resch’s gift for fine arts in tune with
student needs at East, UW-Green Bay
For Sharon Resch, a longtime love of music
continues to inspire today.
Resch (at right, above) was a successful
professional dancer, also acting and choreographing from New York to L.A. before moving to Green Bay with her husband, KI CEO
Dick Resch. A devoted community activist
and philanthropist, Resch continues to support the fine arts.
“It’s my life,” she says. “Every day when I get
up, I turn on music — sometimes classical
music, sometimes Broadway. It’s a beautiful
day when I have music.”
Beautiful, too, when Resch can share her
passion. It’s why she serves on the board of
Green Bay East High School’s Institute for
Fine Arts. It also is why she recently began
the Sharon J. Resch Endowed Scholarship
for Fine Arts, which will help Institute students attend UW-Green Bay.
At a school where nearly 7 in 10 students are
economically disadvantaged, many could
use the extra help.
“At East High, we have so many children that
are talented in the arts,” Resch says. “I just
want them to be able to go on to college and
pursue their passion.”

The scholarship is the latest effort helping fine arts students at East pursue their
dreams. It started when Mary Frantz, now
a Green Bay School Board member, and
Beverly Carmichael, now UW-Green Bay’s
Assistant Chancellor for University Advancement, raised funds for a sorely-needed new
piano to replace the one that had been there
since Frantz was a student. Their efforts
snowballed into a variety of programs and initiatives, including the creation of East’s Fine
Arts Advisory Board.
The pathway from East to UW-Green Bay,
with its respected Theatre and Dance program, is a natural one, Frantz said. The new
scholarship will help ensure that more of
them have the chance to make it there.
“Sharon Resch has a heart of gold,” Frantz
says. “When she decides to get involved, she
makes an impact. She has brought her voice
to this in a very unique way. And it’s my sense
that she’s just getting started.”
The Green Bay School District is grateful for
the generosity and partnership of the Resch
family, says Superintendent Michelle Langenfeld.
“The arts play a critical role in the academic
and social development for all students in the

Green Bay Area Public Schools, as we work
to ensure that all students are college, career
and community ready,” she says.
“The East High Institute for the Fine Arts has
become the district’s center where students
can choose to advance their passion for the
arts. Through the Resch Scholarship, our
students will be supported as they advance
their studies in the arts beyond high school
graduation.”
Posing recently on East’s auditorium stage
alongside a Steinway baby grand purchased
by the donors are, from left, Mary Frantz,
Michelle Langenfeld and Sharon Resch.

“At East High, we have
so many children that
are talented in the
arts,” Resch says. “I just
want them to be able
to go on to college and
pursue their passion.”
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MUSIC SCORES WITH
360° thursdays
UW-Green Bay Music earned positive
reviews for its new concert series, 360°
Thursdays, which presented an evening of
diverse music and discussion every other
week during the spring semester.
The concerts tie in with the University’s 360°
of Learning brand, which reflects a distinctive approach that encourages students to
explore topics from a variety of angles.
Featured artists included jazz composer
Bob Washut, University of Northern Iowa,
pianist Nicholas Phillips, UW-Eau Claire, and
UW-Green Bay faculty members including
saxophonist John Salerno, trumpeter Adam
Gaines and Michelle McQuade Dewhirst,
horn. The series also included combo and
ensemble performances by faculty and
UW-Green Bay Music students.

FOUNDATION MARKS
SECOND YEAR
The UW-Green Bay Foundation, Inc., marked
its second anniversary in
May by issuing its inaugural report and donor
honor roll. The report was
distributed to more than
3,200 donors along with
University
employees,
campus and community
advocates and alumni. The Foundation was
incorporated in 2011 as an independent
vehicle for maximizing private support. Business and civic leaders, alumni and leadership
are represented on the board. A 33rd director
was added this spring with the appointment
of Matthew Mueller, chief financial officer for
Schreiber Foods, Green Bay. UW-Green Bay
has been the beneficiary of at least $80 million in private philanthropy over four decades;
formation of the Foundation was seen as a
necessary step to continue expanding that
support in an era of tight resources.

Da Vinci or bust:
Campus greets Leonardo
There were smiles all around when a quarterton marble bust of Renaissance genius Leonardo Da Vinci arrived on the UW-Green Bay
campus earlier this year.
“I got tears in my eyes when I saw it,” said Music
Prof. Sarah Meredith Livingston, describing the
moment she and Prof. Ray Hutchison of Urban
and Regional Studies opened the crate, earlier
this spring. “We’ve been planning on it for a year
and a half and it had arrived in one piece. It’s a
very beautiful piece.”
The statue was donated by the Romualdo
Del Bianco Life Beyond Tourism Foundation,
founded by Dr. Paolo del Bianco, a Florence,
Italy businessman and philanthropist. The foundation was developed to foster community and
facilitate intellectual exchange between East-

Dear UWgb alumni,
Help us preserve our rich history. The University Archives collects materials about UWGB. We
have campus publications and official records, but are a little light on a very important part of
the UWGB story... the students! We hope you’ll help us by sharing photos and memorabilia.
Do you have a button with an early mascot? How about a photo of your friends hanging out
at the Wood Hall people pockets (shown here) or the union? A poster from the Blue Whale
Coffeehouse? Candid photos and documents from student organizations? Whether you want
to share a digital image or the original item, contact Archives at: archives@uwgb.edu. Maybe
we’ll feature your item in our Throwback Thursdays album, www.facebook.com/uwgbarchives.
Go Phoenix, and Fighting Tomatoes (and Bay Badgers)!
— Deb Anderson, University Archives
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ern and Western Europe after the end of the
Cold War. Hutchison and Meredith Livingston
have ties to the region and foundation through
exchanges, study trips and conferences, and
UW-Green Bay’s status as the first U.S. school
to connect with the Del Bianco Foundation.
UW-Green Bay is also the only stateside institution to be given a Da Vinci bust.
University officials say a statue of the quintessential Renaissance Man fits perfectly at an
institution known for its multifaceted, interdisciplinary approach to learning. The bust’s final
campus destination has not yet been determined. The Da Vinci statue will be officially
unveiled and dedicated in August, in conjunction with UW-Green Bay’s annual fall convocation. Del Bianco himself is expected to attend.

CAMPUS NEWS

Night flight illuminates sustainability
When pilot and UW-Green Bay student Tyler Cedergren took to the air one evening earlier this
year, his camera captured a seldom-seen
view of campus and clearly illuminated
the University’s success in transitioning to more energy efficient lighting.
New lights are taking over across
campus thanks to a concerted
‘re-lamping’ and retrofit project.
The changes have significantly
improved efficiency and light
quality, resulting in money savings and reduced greenhouse
gas emissions. The changes are
most noticeable on roadways and
parking lots, where Facilities Planning and Management replaced 314
of the old yellowish sodium-vapor lamps
with new induction lamps that emit a whiter,

brighter light, with an estimated 30 percent savings.
Another project put state-of-the-art LED lamps
inside the 1960’s-era pathway globes near
the Cofrin Library, reducing energy use by
72 percent. The old gyms of the Phoenix
Sports Center — now part of the Kress
Events Center complex — have better lighting, too. The same is true for
the Cloud Commons dining room and
the Christie Theatre in the University
Union, areas of the Weidner Center,
and public spaces across campus.
(In the photo, the view is to the west,
with the dark expanse of water and bayshore at upper right. In the foreground
are the lights of Circle Drive and campus
housing. The new Veterans Administration
clinic near campus is at upper left.)

Green Guide SAYS ‘Eco U’ measures up
These weren't measurements taken by a UW-Green Bay tape measure! No, it's the independent verdict of The Princeton Review that 'Eco U is among the most environmentally responsible colleges in the United States. The education services company features
UWGB in its new downloadable book, The Princeton Review’s Guide to 322 Green Colleges.
The Princeton Review chose the schools based on a 50-question survey about the schools’
course offerings, campus infrastructure, activities and career preparation. The guide highlights
UW-Green Bay’s historic mission and current-day offerings. Singled out for mention were the
Environmental Management and Business Institute, always strong undergraduate and graduate
programs in environmental sciences, energy efficiency initiatives and a solid recycling program.

Themes: Creative today, global tomorrow
“Creativity, Innovation and Vision” was the University’s official
Common Theme for the just-concluded academic year, providing a
unifying focus for readings, programming and special events.
Capping the series in April was an all-day “Create-a-Thon” at the
University Union with creativity on display in sketches, painting, music,
poetry, knitting, crafts and more.
Laura Schley, a junior Arts Management major who was stationed
near the entrance to the Phoenix Club, painted her interpretation of
a 1950s homemaking scene. She said the Create-a-Thon put the arts
center stage.
“I want them to see what great artists, musicians and performers we
have on this campus,” Schley said. “I think we have a gold mine of
talent here at UWGB.”
The Common Theme selected for 2013-14 is “Global Citizenship in an
Evolving World,” with globalization as a trigger for worldwide social,
cultural, political, environmental and economic change.
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Heide ’74 keeps ‘em laughing
Psychologist Frederick J. Heide is an award-winning professor with
California’s leading graduate school of professional psychology. He’s also a musician, actor and comedic
playwright with Door County’s popular American Folklore Theatre troupe. His mid-year
commencement address, then, was
about what you’d expect — humorous,
thought-provoking and entertaining.
The 1974 UW-Green Bay grad
kept things light from the start.
Describing his local roots, he said
“I attended Green Bay East High
School around the time that Julius
Caesar conquered Gaul.” He initially
left home for college, but a friend
talked him back to UWGB because
“the professors were wonderful, all the
departments were interdisciplinary, and
they had this really cool mascot named after
a city in Arizona.” Heide reminisced about his
undergrad major, the far-out sounding AnalysisSynthesis (famously abbreviated in course listings as
ANAL SYN). He recalled it as “a great major, sort of a humanities

cocktail.” He also remembered a student project that involved the psychology and culture of hitchhiking. He and a friend thumbed it all
the way to Vancouver and back. “Our main finding,” he
said, “was if you are a long-haired college student
wearing an Army Surplus jacket in the middle of
Saskatchewan at night and it’s raining, you are
what we call S-O-L, Sure Outta Luck.”
After UW-Green Bay, grad school and
doctoral studies, Heide was offered a position at UC-Berkeley. The problem was it
wouldn’t have allowed him summers with
AFT in Door County. “Take a prestigious
job at the Number 1 public university
in America, or write a folk musical for
campers at Peninsula State Park in Wisconsin? I decided to write the folk musical,”
Heide recalled. “Most people would probably think this was nuts, but fortunately I’m a
psychologist and professionally qualified to shrink
my own head.”
Heide closed his address with praise for his alma mater, telling the graduates: “I’ve taught grad students for 30 years and very few
are trained to think as critically as you have been.”

Phillip Phillips a Weidner sellout
Students stood in line for advance tickets for 2012 “American Idol” winner Phillip
Phillips, whose show at the Weidner Center was a sellout. It was later postponed, but
that didn’t detract from the success of the Good Times Programming student organization, which booked Phillips on the heels of another full house, the traveling version
of the TV game show “The Price is Right.” Good Times — celebrating its 40th anniversary — has fared well in recent years with high-profile acts including ’08 “Idol” winner David Cook, rockers the Goo Goo Dolls, late-night funnyman Jimmy Fallon, and
others. Students are responsible for choosing acts and overseeing promotion.

Regent award for Bauer
honors success vs ‘achievement gap’
UW-Green Bay Human Biology Prof. Angela
Bauer was honored this spring as the 2013
recipient of the UW System Board of Regents
Diversity Award
Bauer, also a Women’s and Gender Studies
faculty member who serves as special assistant to the Provost, was recognized for her
commitment to bettering the educational experiences and outcomes for under-represented
students of color. The Regents were particularly impressed with the impact of Bauer’s
Targeted Opportunities for Success in the
Sciences (TOSS) Program, which has been
effective in closing the academic achievement
gap in Introduction to Human Biology courses.
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Begun in 2009, the TOSS Program encourages multicultural students to take part in
weekly workshops with teaching assistants
who are trained in both the course material and
in culturally responsive approaches to teaching. The achievement gap for those courses
has disappeared, and the number of multicultural students majoring in Human Biology has
increased since the program’s inception.
“TOSS is a positive way for students to engage
more deeply in the material,” Bauer said. “It
just allows students to make personal connections with their classmates, with the teaching
assistants — many of whom are also students
of color — and also with faculty.”

An advocate of raising the bar for all learners,
Bauer has worked to increase opportunities for
all students and to bring minority scientists to
campus. Bauer (at left in photo) was presented
the award by Regent Tracy Hribar of Franksville.

in the CLASSROOM

Shawn Robinson:
From personal experience, he helps others
Nearly two decades after their introduction
— and thousands of students later — William
Kitz clearly remembers when he met Shawn
Robinson.

Robinson recently presented at a prestigious
conference about a topic that’s become the
foundation of his passion — and soon, his
doctoral dissertation.

It was June 1996, Kitz recalls without hesitation, even though he doesn’t know the
question — or the impromptu interview — is
coming. Kitz was the assistant director of
UW-Oshkosh’s Project Success, a remedial
program for students with language-based
learning disabilities. Robinson was a dyslexic, functionally illiterate 18-year-old with a
lot of anger — but even more heart.

“It will be an ethnography of myself,” Robinson
said. “I’m black and I’m dyslexic. I’m going to
use my own story of navigating the academic
system, at all different stages. … (Dyslexia) is
not being assessed — especially in the black
communities. A lot of parents don’t know.
Schools may not have the resources to get
assessments done.”

“He was angry — angry that he hadn’t
learned how to read,” said Kitz, Project Success director emeritus, “angry that he’s at this
transition point in his life, and where is he
going? That whole thing — angry, confused.
But the other word I would use is determined.”
And determination won.
Today, Robinson is a UW-Green Bay multicultural adviser, working tirelessly on behalf
of students from a multitude of backgrounds
and circumstances. Some have learning disabilities themselves, many do not (that’s Robinson, above, with students at the campus
intercultural center), but all benefit from his
positive motivation.

That can lead to under- or mis-identifying
students with learning disabilities, who may
become frustrated and act out, Robinson
said. Challenges in the classroom can manifest themselves in behavioral issues and
greater life challenges, meaning students
who could benefit from available interventions
struggle — or drop out — instead.

tation this academic year, and Robinson is
pleased to be sharing his research — both for
academia, and for the students who struggle
as he once did.

“It was frustrating —
there were times I
wanted to give up,”
he said. “I’m just trying
to inspire the young
men and women to
continue.”

Robinson’s paper is titled “Time is our enemy:
What is needed to break barriers for black
males with dyslexia.” It’s a topic that hasn’t
been covered much in the academic literature, and Robinson has received praise from
colleagues across the country for his work.
He presented his findings during the annual
meeting of the American Educational
Research Association, April 27-May 1 in San
Francisco. It was his fifth conference presen-
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‘Radium Girls’ reflections extend beyond Theatre
UW-Green Bay’s award-winning Theatre program stages its share of thought-provoking,
issues-oriented plays.
In early March the program’s production of
These Shining Lives prompted discussions
campuswide. The riveting historical drama,
set in the 1920s and ’30s, tells of four women
who bonded as co-workers — initially by the
freedom of entering the workforce and earning their own paychecks — but then had to
fight back against their company when their
work made them gravely ill. The real-life workers became know as the “Radium Girls.”
“A lot of women went to work painting clock
and watch dial faces with radium-laced paint,
because they glowed in the dark,” explains
UW-Green Bay Associate Prof. John Mariano, the play’s director. “They were led to
believe that radium was completely harmless.
A lot of people believed that. There were people who actually took radium for therapeutic
purposes.”

was an interdisciplinary panel discussion held
before one of the performances.
“The student production was just so welldone — people in the audience were sobbing, some of them — that it really demanded
further discussion,” says Dean of Professional Studies Sue Mattison, a scholar of
public health, cancer and epidemiology. “The
‘Radium Girls’ story is widely known as one
of the classic case studies in epidemiology
and identifying the factors that contribute to
disease.”
The panel discussion was hosted by the
Austin E. Cofrin School of Business, in cooperation with Theatre. Students heard from
specialists in occupational disease (Mattison,

who also teaches a course in Human Biology), employment law (local attorney Ronald
Pfeifer), women and work (Prof. Christine
Smith), human resources (Prof. Ghadir
Ishqaidef) and private-sector practitioner
Lisa LeComte-Gleason, and death and dying
(Prof. Illene Cupit).
“It was a great interdisciplinary learning
event,” Mattison says. “Our Business students
need to appreciated the science aspects, and
the ethics involved, and the social side which
(in this case) included women’s rights. My
Human Biology students needed to see the
human dimension beyond the bare statistics.
It was a perfect example of 360° of Learning
in action.”

Three-quarters of a century later, at UWGreen Bay, the workers’ story brought large
and appreciative audiences to the Jean Weidner Theatre. Also drawing a packed house

Wanted: talkative toddlers
UW-Green Bay’s Language Learning Lab is again looking for local parents interested
in having their children ages 18 months through 4 years participate in a major study of
toddlers’ skill and language development.
Prof. Jennifer Lanter of Human Development is asking alumni, University employees
and returning adult students with young children to consider volunteering for a visit.
Participation is easy, with only a single 30- to 45-minute session in which the parent
gently guides his or her child through a few simple play exercises.
Past studies have focused on topics such as how children get the hang of using plural
words to describe multiple objects. The exercises are designed not to give parents individual
assessments — it’s natural for young children to vary greatly in language development — but
to build a general database. Participants (the children, anyway) get a free book or toy as a parting
gift. If you have a child between the ages of 1 and 4 and a willingness to play for science, contact
Lanter at Lanterj@uwgb.ed, or sign up online at the project website, http://www.uwgb.edu/learnlab.
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All the Rage:
Researcher Martin sees red-hot risks online
For fans of so-called ranting websites, it’s
a popular approach — stifling frustration in
public but letting it all out (anonymously, of
course) in cyberspace.
But while cursing your boss or griping about
the waiter may feel good in the moment, one
UW-Green Bay faculty member says not so
fast — and he’s got the data to prove it.
UW-Green Bay Psychology Chair and Associate Prof. Ryan Martin has been receiving
attention for his research on online anger
venting, the oh-so-modern phenomenon
with entire websites devoted to its practice.
And while his recent study focuses on those

forums, it could have implications for news
site comment sections, social media and
more.
“The Internet exacerbates impulsivity, and
impulse control problems,” said Martin,
whose blog, All the Rage, is all about the science of anger. “It’s so easy — you can just fire
an angry email off in a heartbeat, or respond
immediately to someone’s post without really
thinking about it.”
The irate email reply has clear implications,
but even anonymous postings can be detrimental, Martin said. Though ranters may feel
better in the short term, their angry tendencies

tend to surface later on — in environments
that are hardly consequence-free. Study subjects were likely to have fights, relationship
troubles and other anger-related issues.
Not an anonymous ranter, but looking for
some practical advice? Consider the angry
email, Martin says.
“I would tell people to really give some
thought to why you’re writing this,” he said. “Is
it to vent? If so, maybe it’s not necessary. Is it
to process things? OK, well, then does it have
to be public? Think about your purpose.”
Martin’s blog can be found online at http://
blog.uwgb.edu/alltherage/

Wildlife Sanctuary kindergarten
gets boost from UW-GREEN BAY
Imagine your child coming home to tell you stories of seeing cougars, coyotes and bobcats at
school. Come September, that won’t seem so far-fetched.
The Bay Beach Wildlife Sanctuary, Green Bay Area Public School District and UW-Green Bay
are teaming up for a first in Wisconsin. Starting this fall, kids in the new, nature-based 4-year-old
program will attend school outdoors every day, learning from Mother Nature.
UW-Green Bay Provost Julia Wallace and faculty members Scott Ashmann (Education) and
Jennifer Lanter (Human Development) are members of the steering committee for this program and
have been heavily involved with its planning. Ashmann and Lanter were part of the presentation that
led to School Board approval.
Classes will follow the school calendar and are first-come, first-serve to the first 40 enrolled.
The program is open to students in Green Bay and surrounding communities with 4K programs.
Contact Christine Fabian, Green Bay Area Public Schools, (920) 272-7486, crfabian@gbaps.org
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Dornbush, faculty mentoring take student
from uncertain sophomore to full-ride Ph.D.
After transferring to UW-Green
Bay as a sophomore, Adam
Von Haden wasn’t sure what he
wanted to study. Then he took a
few classes.
Von Haden discovered a newfound passion for environmental
science. Thanks to his own drive
and the guidance of faculty members — particularly Associate
Prof. Mathew Dornbush — Von
Haden earned his undergraduate
degree in Environmental Science
and his master’s in Environmental
Science and Policy. This spring
he began Ph.D. studies at UWMadison on a full-ride scholarship.
“I took a few classes with Matt, we
got to know each other, and that’s
kind of how it started, at least in
terms of pursuing a research
career," Von Haden says.

That research included an undergraduate project based in Texas,
in which Von Haden and Dornbush studied plant diversity and
reproduction; and an undergrad/
graduate study looking at biofuels
closer to home. “It’s fun for me
because I got to see him as this
undergrad, with a ton of potential,
getting introduced to this project
in Texas,” said Dornbush, chair of
the Environmental Science and
Policy graduate program. “And
then from there you could kind of
see the spark catching and it’s like
‘oh, I could do this’ — and from
there I think it just snowballed.”

two other Ph.D. candidates from
UW-Green Bay in Von Haden’s
program.
“The thesis-based graduate programs at UW-Green Bay give us
an opportunity to catch these fantastic students like Adam,” Dorn-

bush says. “So he’s off to Madison
to continue down his career path,
and some day that will come back.
Some day Adam will be at a university somewhere… and maybe
some of our students will go work
with Adam.”

Von Haden says he’s more likely
to do full-time research than to
teach, but he hasn’t yet decided
exactly where his career will take
him. Dornbush notes there are

FACULTY/STAFF NOTES
Granted sabbaticals for 2013-14
are Christine Style, Art and
Design, for research, residencies and exhibits involving
Indian miniature painting and
“singing picture scrolls”; Kaime
Malloy, Theatre and Dance,
spending fall in a professional
cinema makeup and special
effects school in Los Angeles;
and Jolanda Sallmann,
Social Work, spending spring
semester 2014 focused on
problem-focused education,
learning research, and promoting intercultural knowledge and
competence.
Joining the ranks of faculty and
staff emeriti in January were
Steven Dutch, Natural and
Applied Sciences; Michael
Marinetti, former assistant vice
chancellor; Judy Martin, Social
Work; Timothy Meyer, Information and Computing Science;
Kathy Pletcher, former associate provost; Timothy Sewall,
formerly of the provost’s office;
and Francine Tompkins, former
Education chair.
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Chancellor Tom Harden became
the first UW System administrator
to take over the
@UWPowersMe
Twitter account
in March, guesttweeting as the
Avatar
voice of the statewide campaign for one week. In
the spirit of the promotion, he
used as his avatar a caricature
artist’s sketch.
Prof. Lora Warner of Environmental Policy and Planning was
primary author of the headlinegenerating report, “School
Choice Vouchers in Green Bay:
Factors to Consider,” the first
public-policy paper released by
the Center for Public Affairs.
Prof. Phillip Clampitt,
Information and Computing
Science, was awarded the
University’s prestigious John P.
Blair Endowed Chair in Communication. He succeeds retired
colleague Timothy Meyer, who
held the professorship since its
inception in 2005.
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New books by UW-Green Bay
faculty include Health Psychology: A Cultural Approach
(Wadsworth Press), by Regan
A.R. Gurung, Human Development; Reconstructing Ancient
Linen Body Armor: Unraveling
the Linothorax Mystery (Johns
Hopkins Press), by Gregory S.
Aldrete, Humanistic Studies;
and Spirituality in Dark Places:
The Ethics of Solitary Confinement (Macmillian), by Derek
Jeffreys, Humanistic Studies.
UW-Green Bay staff members
won recognition
for the success of
this year’s American Cancer Society 'Daffodil Days'
fundraiser. Among
the volunteers
Ternes
sharing credit was
Teri Ternes of the Liberal Arts
and Sciences academic dean’s
office, recognized as Top Coordinator for Brown County.
Humanistic Studies Prof. Brian
Sutton will have Searching for
Romeo presented as a staged
reading in New York in July.

Caroline Boswell, Humanistic
Studies, and Gaurav Bansal,
Business Administration, were
selected as UW-Green Bay’s
2013-14 UW System Teaching
Fellows. The program encourages promising young faculty to
develop innovative strategies to
advance student learning.
Prof. Sampath Ranganathan,
Business Administration, earned
Best Paper Award in his category
at the spring conference of the
Marketing Management Association. His topic was “Small Manufacturing Firms in India.”
Frederick I. Kersten, who
championed interdisciplinarity
and helped found UW-Green
Bay’s Philosophy program, died
Dec. 16 at age 81.
Jack Frisch, a founder of the
award-winning
Theatre program,
died April 30 at age
84. A proponent of
“stretching limits
and pushing the
envelope,” he
Frisch retired in 1992.

Alumni NOTES

Theatre grad has First Date on Broadway
Not long ago, Bill Berry ’94, walked out onto the Longacre Theatre
stage for the first time, looked out on the empty seats, and it hit
him: He had made it to Broadway!
The UW-Green Bay Theatre grad — already a success as producing director at the highly regarded 5th
Avenue Theatre in Seattle — will make his Broadway
directing debut this summer with “First Date.”
The show Seattle-area critics have called “hilarious”
played to capacity at the 5th Avenue and is slated to
open at Broadway’s Longacre on 48th Street in July.

Barry’s new jet-set lifestyle has him splitting time between Seattle and
New York. “I feel like I am starting to know everyone at the Seattle
and Newark airports on a first-name basis,” Berry says. “But the
Broadway experience is proving fantastic and I love working at
the 5th Avenue Theatre. If flying back and forth is the price I
have to pay to be able to do both, it’s well worth it.”
In preparation for this career-pinnacle moment, Berry said
he spent most of his energy creating the best productions
he could.

“Any director has Broadway in the back of his or her mind as a career
goal, especially if you are doing new musicals,” Berry says.

“I am very lucky that the 5th Avenue produces Broadway-caliber
productions so I have been afforded the opportunity to work on a large
scale with all the tools necessary for large-scale musical theatre.”

“As a kid I would watch the Tony Awards each year and dream that I
would someday do what those people were doing… Of course, when
I realized I wasn’t really a singer or dancer, I also discovered that my
passion was creating and directing — I figured that out while earning
my degree from UWGB — and started working toward the dream of
having my work seen on Broadway.”

Berry is collaborating with Tony Award-winning producer Junkyard
Dog Productions of Memphis. "First Date" features a book by Austin
Winsberg (Gossip Girl), with music and lyrics by Alan Zachary and
Michael Weiner (Secondhand Lions, Twice Charmed). Josh Rhodes
(Rodgers & Hammerstein’s Cinderella) is choreographing. Preview
performances will begin July 9.

1970s

Nancy Boone ’75 humanism
and cultural change, is the
federal preservation officer for
the U.S. Department of Housing
and Urban Development in
Washington, D.C.

Roger Jolly ’71 humanism and
cultural change, is an independent apostolic missionary for
Mission Guides International.
He is based at the Shekinah Worship Centre in Tunapuna, Trinidad
and Tobago.
Patrea “Poppy” Grant ’74
nutritional sciences, an operations manager with the University
Union, marked 37 years of service to UWGB this spring.

Dan Linssen ’74 managerial
systems, was appointed executive director of the Green Bay
Symphony Orchestra.
William Macaux ’74
humanism and cultural change,
is the founder and principal of
Generativity LLC, a management
psychology consulting firm
in East Greenwich, R.I.
Karen Weidner ’74 nutritional
sciences, is a senior clinical
consultant for United Health Care
in Minnetonka, Minn.

Daniel Heim ’75 science
and environmental change,
is the founder of Heimhenge
Enterprises, in New River, Ariz.
Focused on multimedia technology for education, his astronomy
and meteorology blog is consulted widely by the home-school
community.

Karen (Mancl) Antosch ’77
science and environmental change,
received the 2012
award for diversity
from her college
at Ohio State
Antosch University, where
she is a professor
of food, agriculture and bio-engineering. She has led numerous
exchange and research initiatives
involving Chinese society,
ecology and agriculture.
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Game on! Video game career started here
Young alumnus Ben Kvalo works in video game paradise. He is the
operations coordinator for 2K Games headquartered in Novato, Calif.,
just north of San Francisco.
Not bad for a guy who started like most gamers with a
couch, a console, a controller and best friends named
Mario, Zelda and Madden.
“The best thing is to remind my dad of all the times he
said something like, ‘why are you wasting your time
playing games, video games won’t get you anywhere
in life,’” Kvalo jokes.
2K is huge. Parent corporation Take-Two Interactive was
ranked by industry sources as the world’s No. 1 video game
publisher for 2012. Its most popular titles include Borderlands,
BioShock, Enemy Unknown, the Civilization series and the MLB 2K and
NBA 2K franchises.
So, how did a 2010 Business Administration grad from Portage, Wis.,
land with 2K? Kvalo embraced the sage advice of faculty mentor Lucy
Arendt, who told him, “Your dream job is out there. Someone has to do
it. Why not you?”

Daniel Timm ’77 managerial
systems, is a faculty associate
for the University of Wisconsin
Department of Kinesiology.
He earned his doctorate in
teacher leadership from
Walden University in 2012.
Garen Dodge ’79 social change
and development, co-leader
of the government relations group
for Jackson Lewis LLP in Reston,
Va., has again earned “Super
Lawyer” designation within his
specialty.
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W. Michael McDavit ’79 science
and environmental change, is the
chief of the Wetlands Strategies
and State Programs Branch for
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington, D.C.
His 30-year career has spanned
wetlands protection, biopesticide
management and
hazmat protection,
including duty
for the Defense
Department in
closing U.S. bases
after the Cold War.
McDavit
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Kvalo worked in radio for a time, but knew his passion was elsewhere. It
took a recruiter listed on LinkedIn to point the direction to 2K.
“I sent in my resume and a recruiter called me the next day,” Kvalo
recalls. “They flew me in, and I think I nailed the interview… I think
they also recognized that I could communicate effectively and
relate to everyone in the company. My number one job is to
be a problem solver.”
In a given day he might interact with colleagues ranging from
developers, finance or marketing staff to the company president. (As a bonus, he plays the newest games, pre-release.)
At UW-Green Bay, Kvalo teamed with Jason Habeck to rebuild
student radio station WGBX with new equipment, studios and
listeners. He credits Arendt, Prof. Emeritus Tim Meyer and Jennifer
Jones, Admissions, for encouraging him to step out of his comfort zone.
“I want to encourage students to live their dream,” Kvalo says. “If I can
be a mentor in the games industry to UWGB students, that’s what I’m
here for. A lot of tech jobs, especially in publishing or with a start-up…
they don’t require a specific major. I tell current students to have a high
ambition level and follow your passion.”

1980s
Dan Flannery ’80 communication, of Gannett Media, was a featured panelist at the Wisconsin
Newspaper Association and
Associated Press convention.
Ronald Erdmann ’81 regional
analysis, is deputy director
of research for the Office of
Travel & Tourism in the federal
Department of Commerce. He
co-presented at an international
conference on tourism involving
the United States and Africa.

Bill Lindmark ’81 business
administration, is keeping busy
as coach of the up-and-coming
Phoenix men’s golf team and as
a private lesson and junior golf
instructor. He retired earlier this
year as manager of the campus
Shorewood Golf Course.
Ann (Brandner) Westenberg ’81
communication and the arts, is a
K-5 music teacher for the Green
Bay Area Public Schools.

ALUMNI NOTES
Steven Kubalak ’82 science
and environmental change, is an
associate professor at the Medical University of South Carolina.
Greg Wanner ’82 science and
environmental change, is a
faculty associate and director of
the Capstone Certificate Program
in Actuarial Science for the
UW-Madison School of Business.
Brian Kiraly ’85 urban studies,
is a strategic account manager
at New Horizons Computer
Learning Center of Tampa Bay.
James O’Neil ’85 regional analysis, is the owner of
O’Neil Law Office
in Green Bay.

O’Neil

James Hewitt ’86 mathematics, is an IT consultant for Omni
Resources Inc., in Green Bay.
DeAnne Massey ’86 humanistic
studies, is a consultant with
Perfect Event Management,
Madison.
Associate Prof. Melasutra ’86
environmental planning and
urban studies, is a scholar of
land use, sustainability and urban
recreation with the University
of Malaya in Kuala Lumpur,
Malaysia. She holds a doctorate
from the University of Melbourne,
Australia, and has published and
presented widely in her field.
(She publishes as Melasutra Binti
Md Dali, as guided by Malaysian
cultural conventions, with “binti”
signifying “daughter of” and Md an
abbreviation of
the common name
Mohammad.)
Melasutra
Connie (Hackl) Meulemans ’86
communication and the arts and
communication processes, is an
interlibrary loan specialist for
St. Norbert College, De Pere.
Jeanne (Barta) Stangel ’87
business administration, is president of the advisory board for
Women’s Fund of Greater Green
Bay. She is development director
for UW-Green Bay’s advancement office.
Michael Cuene ’89 business
administration, is owner and
managing partner of Broadway
Enterprises, Inc. in Green Bay.

Col. Paul Goymerac ’89
chemistry, has been promoted
to his “dream job,” director of the
Personnel Proponent Directorate
for the United States Army Medical Department in Houston. The
position is a mix of administrative
and human resources duties
involving officers, soldiers and
civilian workers.

Phillip Frazier ’94 humanistic
studies, serves
the highly rated
Butler Bilingual
charter school in
Washington, D.C.,
as a specialist in
Frazier English as a
Second Language and cultural
diversity.

Don Haen ’89 business administration, is a logistics manager for
ZT Netherlands BV in Zieuwent,
the Netherlands.

Daniel Govin ’94 urban studies,
is the senior vice president of
Quanta Services, a provider of
specialized contracting services
in Houston.

Joel Sass ’89 theatre, directed
the provocative play “Venus in
Fur” for The Jungle Theatre, Minneapolis, this past spring. Sass
has worked as director, associate
artistic director and designer for
companies including the Guthrie
Theater and California Shakespeare Theater.

1990s
Haresh Bhojwani ’90 humanistic studies and
English, is deputy
director of the
International
Research Institute
for Climate and
Bhojwani Society, part of the
Earth Institute at
Columbia University in New York
City. He was previously the institute’s international development
officer and head of international
partnerships. He played a role
in planning the recent World
Climate Conference. Bhojwani
earned his law degree from
Marquette University.
Tony Bennett ’92 humanistic
studies, reached the quarterfinals
of the NIT with his Virginia Cavaliers basketball team. The 23-12
season was highlighted by a
home upset of then-No. 3 Duke.
Joanne Kolb ’93 and ’06
business administration and
master’s in management, is the
vice president of finance and
administration at Price Electric
Cooperative, Park Falls.
Stacy (Kropidlowski) Verwiel ’93
biology, is an executive assistant
for Curwood, Inc., of Oshkosh,
a supplier of advanced packaging materials and systems for
the food, beverage, household,
industrial and personal care
industries.

Mark Hunkel ’94 communication processes, is an English
language teacher for iTTTi Japan
in Ibaraki, Japan.
Ken Kiefer ’94 human biology,
is a contract specialist for the
Great Lakes Naval Station north
of Chicago.
Michelle (Kraning) Erdmann
’95 communication and the arts,
of Greenville, is an account manager for RR Donnelley publishing.
Tamara Jochem ’95
environmental science, is a lead
zookeeper and a specialist in
gorillas and chimpanzees at the
Dallas Zoo.
Randy Knaflic ’95 music, has
a new gig after seven years with
Google in Zurich, Switzerland,
where he was a lead recruiter for
engineering centers worldwide.
In November he signed on as
vice president for people operations with Jawbone. The San
Francisco-based firm — often
ranked as one of America’s most
innovative companies — develops “human-centered wearable
technology and audio devices” for
the mobile lifestyle.
Lee Riekki ’95 human development and psychology, is a selfemployed academic and career
consultant in Iowa City, Iowa.
Holly (Terrien) Rottier ’95 music
and secondary education,
is the assistant
superintendent for
the Kimberly Area
School District in
Rottier Combined Locks.
Tammy (Lewis) Karcz ’96
accounting, is a SOX (SarbanesOxley compliance) senior analyst
with Integrys Energy Group,
Green Bay.

Ericka (Hausler) Claflin ’97
communication processes,
is the editor of the county directory for Carroll Publishing
in Alexandria, Va.
Jeffrey Kropp ’98 and ’07 business administration and master’s
in management,
is an instructor
of business at
Three Rivers
College in Poplar
Kropp
Bluff, Mo. He previously taught business classes in
Changsha, China.
Scott LaFond ’98 accounting,
of Green Bay, has worked since
2006 as a senior financial analyst
for Dominion Resources.
Brian Simons ’98 history, is
executive director for the Verona
Public Library in suburban
Madison.
Julie Smith ’98 accounting, is a
staff member with the Office of
Professional Education Programs
at UW-Stout, Menomonie.
Jennifer Strosin ’98 theatre, is
the “Beyond Textbooks” coordinator for Vail Unified School
District in Vail, Ariz., near Tucson.
Kou Vang ’98 art, longtime
creative director for Cardinal
Stritch University, had her art
showcased this spring at the
Neville Public Museum of Brown
County in the exhibit “Portraits of
Hmong Women.”
Benjamin Allen ’99 public
administration, is a frequent
spokesman to the local media in
his role as a lieutenant with the
Green Bay Police Department.
Andrew Cantrall ’99 political science and public administration, is
a surgical sales representative for
R & M Distributing, Sheboygan.
Chad Gilson ’99 environmental
science, is the owner of Dynamic
Environmental Services of
Bartlett, Ill., a company that
works closely with the Illinois
EPA to address and remediate
degraded properties.
Jill Gonzalez ’99 social work, is
an advocacy specialist for Disability
Rights Wisconsin
in Madison.

Gonzalez
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Sondra LaCoy ’99 economics,
of Manitowoc, is a recruiter and
placement specialist for Shopko
Stores, Inc.
Karalynne Moore ’99 business
administration, is a senior analyst
for Community First Credit Union
in Green Bay.
Jonathan Paull ’99 environmental policy and planning, is a senior
account executive for Pilot Air
Freight Corp. in Oak Creek.
Matt Roberts ’99 public administration, is the director of operations for Integrated Community
Solutions in Green Bay.
Dr. Tina Sauerhammer ’99
human biology and human development, has started her practice
in reconstructive plastic surgery
at Children’s National Medical
Center in Washington, D.C.

Susan Zellner ’99 communication and the arts,
is director of gift
planning for the
University of
Delaware.
Zellner

David Zey ’99 computer science,
is the director of development
services for the IT firm ZyQuest,
Inc., Green Bay.

2000s
Jody Sinclair ’00 accounting,
is a tax adviser for H&R Block,
Green Bay.
Heather (Dorner) Trevarthen ’00
computer science, is the
owner of Ellipse Fitness Center,
Green Bay.

Lue Yang ’00 economics, is
based in St. Paul, Minn., as a
sales manager with WesternSouthern Life Insurance Co.

Sara (Smith) Heidenreiter ’04
communication processes, is the
producer of “Real Milwaukee” for
WITI Fox 6, Milwaukee.

Kate Filipiak ’01 business administration, is executive director
at the Collegium Internationale
Allergologicum, a professional
association for those devoted to
the study of scientific and clinical
problems in allergy and immunology, based in Milwaukee.

Carrie (Richter) Helke ’04
elementary education, is a thirdgrade teacher for the Wausau
School District.

Amy Roznowski ’01 public
administration and political
science, is an officer/ AH-1W
pilot for the United States Marine
Corps, San Diego, Calif.
Bruce Rudolph ’01 business
administration, is the vice president of the structured finance
group at Fifth Third Bank
in Chicago.
Rebecca (Burch) Mack ’02
public administration, is a
health insurance specialist
for the federal Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services
in Longmont, Colo.
Michael J. Mailander ’02 political science, is a consular officer
with the U.S. State Department.
Chancellor Collins ’03 business
administration, is a women’s
health sales representative for
PDI-Roche Diagnostics in San
Diego, Calif.
Jennifer Degener ’03 human
development, is an academic
adviser for Bellin College
in Green Bay.
Benjamin Nelson ’03 environmental science, is the assistant
director for the Bay Beach Wildlife Sanctuary in Green Bay.

Phoenix alumni team up
for a Notre Dame title
When the Green Bay Notre Dame Academy girls won the WIAA Division 2 state championship at the Resch Center in March, it was a team
effort involving three former Phoenix standouts.
Head coach Sara (Boyer) Rohde ’04 (center) had help from her
husband, Matt Rohde ’06, and Erin Templin ’09.
“I couldn’t be prouder of our girls, and I feel very lucky to have Matt
and Erin on my varsity staff,” Sara Rohde says. “We all have high
expectations for our girls. We know what it takes to be successful and
those are some of the things we are trying to teach them.”
The Tritons’ top scorer, senior-to-be Allie LeClaire, hopes to follow in
her coaches’ footsteps. She has committed to play for the UW-Green
Bay women in 2014.
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Derek Neumann ’03 business
administration, is a market
research manager for Rasmussen College in Bloomington, Minn.
Jolene (Garvey) Pintar ’03
business administration, is the
owner of Garvey
Chiropractic,
Green Bay.
Pintar

Lisa (York) Evenson ’04 masters in environmental science and
policy, is a sustainability manager
for KI in Green Bay.

Erin (Vandenboogaard) Kraft ’04
human development and
psychology, is a licensed behavioral health specialist for Lutheran
Social Services of Wisconsin
and Upper Michigan, Appleton.
Jon Lindh ’04 history, is a
teacher and athletics director for
Westosha Central High School
in Salem, Wis.
Melissa (Zahorik) Moody
’04 business
administration, is
the assistant vice
president - portfolio manager at
Associated Bank
Moody in Green Bay.
Jennifer Morse ’04 psychology,
is a match support specialist
for Big Brothers Big Sisters,
Green Bay.
Jillian (Schofield) Banser ’05
human development and psychology, is a school counselor for
Wisconsin Rapids Public School
District.
Jocelyn Berkhahn ’05 communication processes and political
science, is a constituent services
director for U.S. Congressman
Sean P. Duffy, Wausau.
Sarah (Ciganek) Brzozowski
’05 Spanish, is a program specialist for professional practice
advancement for the UW Hospitals and Clinics in Madison.
Dana (Hartzheim) DeCair ’05
communication processes and
political science, is the residence
director for the University of
Illinois.
Andrea (Koebernik) Hug ’05
communication processes, is
the special events manager for
Make-A-Wish Foundation of
Wisconsin, Butler.
Amanda (Behr) Koch ’05
psychology, is the assistant director of residential life at Valparaiso
University in Indiana.
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Gnome owners: Teaching through games
Patrick Fuge, a 1992 UW-Green Bay graduate with a bachelor’s in Environmental Policy and Planning, opened Gnome Games in 2003.
The stores — he has a second location now — offer a variety of products for children and adults who like games,
collectible cards and board games. They also host
competitions where Fuge serves as a referee and
adviser.
He owns Gnome with his wife, Paula. When they
launched the business, the couple saw a need for a
place in Green Bay where their children would be able to
participate in some of the games that interested them.
Since he and Paula had been running role-playing and board games
at the UW-Green Bay University Union for some time, drawing up to
60 people, Fuge said they had an idea of the potential customer base.

Megan Kroes ’05 communication processes, is
the meetings manager for Executive
Director, Inc., in
Racine, which
provides professional services for
Kroes
medical, trade and
scientific associations.
Jodi Niemi ’05 art and communication of the arts, is a customer
service representative with Georgia Pacific, Green Bay.
Crystal Pollack ’05 accounting,
is the manager for Schenck S.C.
in Appleton.

Paul Skoraczewski ’05 business
administration, is the director of
human resources for Northland
College in Ashland, Wis.
Jodie (Kreil) Wunsch ’05 human
biology, is a lead histotechnician — a medical-lab specialist
who prepares tissue for further
examination — for Dermatology Associates of Wisconsin in
Manitowoc.
Joseph Andrews ’06 business
administration, is the executive
director of real estate finance for
national retailer Cato Fashions
based in Charlotte, N.C.

Fuge pursued his UW-Green Bay education as a returning adult student
while still on active duty with the U.S. Army, based in Green Bay working
for the National Guard. When he retired from his 23-year military
career, he worked in the public sector before opening Gnome
Games.
“UW-Green Bay has been a real part of our business success,” he says. “Skills taught in Dr. Michael Kraft’s classes
really taught me the ability to analyze and plan.”
He and Paula have worked closely with faculty members
Karen Bircher and Linda Tabers-Kwak of the Education program on ways to help local teachers enhance their use of games
as teaching tools. Recently, Fuge was invited to speak at an education
conference on the benefits of game-playing in the classroom.

Michelle Behm ’06 human
development and psychology, is
a student development specialist
for Texas Woman’s University in
Denton.
Molly Bendzick ’06 humanistic
studies, is a billing specialist at
the University of Minnesota.
Jenna Check ’06 business
administration, is the associate
director of conference services
for The American Club Resort
in Kohler.

Michelle (Welnicke) Haese ’06
and ’09 human development
and psychology and master’s in
social work, is a social worker
and AODA counselor for the
Wisconsin Department of Corrections and the Kettle Moraine
Correctional Institution.
Kathy (Mlaker) Jicinsky ’06
human development and psychology, is the assistant director of
the Harry T. Wilks Leadership
Institute at Miami University in
Oxford, Ohio.

Jared Day ’06 business administration, is an insurance agent for
the Jack C Loyda & Associates
agency in Shorewood, Wis.
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Tammy Resulta ’06 communication processes, owns and operates Tammy’s Touch Photography
in Green Bay, specializing in weddings, special events and creative
individual and family portraits.
Jillian Wineland ’06 psychology, is a staff
member with the
American Museum
of Natural History
in New York City.
In late 2012 she
Wineland graduated from the
City University of
New York’s John Jay College of
Criminal Justice with a master’s
in forensic psychology.
Michelle Achterberg ’07
interdisciplinary studies, is an
associate attorney with Guelzow
Law Offices in Eau Claire.

Sharon Cichon ’07 interdisciplinary studies, is the
director of Green
Bay-based Premier
Revenue Solutions
business consulting, serving mediCichon cal practitioners.
Adam Halfmann ’07 communication processes, is assistant
athletics director for marketing
and promotions with Green Bay
Athletics.
Andrea (Wegner) Kuzniar ’07
human development, teaches
financial management skills at
Corrective Solutions in Rockford, Ill. She is also the board
secretary of the Junior League of
Rockford.

Alyssa (VanderHeyden) Kwasny
’07 business administration, is a
human resources and wellness
coordinator for Faith Technologies, Inc., Menasha.
Maria (Breu) Lewis ’07 social
change and development, is an
attorney for Kohn Law Firm
in Franklin.
Rachaele (Meyerhofer)
Petersen ’07 business administration, is a branch manager for
Fox Communities Credit Union,
De Pere.
Stephanie Ruckheim ’07 business administration, is the general manager for Nicolet Country
Club in Laona, Wis.
Marilynn (Krass) Shorey ’07
interdisciplinary studies, of
Sobieski, is a residential real
estate agent for Coldwell Banker
The Real Estate Group.
Erin Sigler ’07 English, is the
customer care work director for
Associated Bank, Stevens Point.
Kristi (Schroeder) Tasch ’07
human development and psychology, of Stockbridge, Wis., works
in claims and customer service
for Humana.
Sarah Beckman ’08 social work,
is a development coordinator for
Family Services in Green Bay.
Megan (Mylener) Cheney ’08
business administration, is a pricing specialist for transportation at
Georgia Pacific in Green Bay.
Tamarisk (Theusch) Ehlert ’08
human biology and psychology, is
a senior independent living assistant for Homes for Independent
Living, Green Bay.

Grads find home at Sanctuary
Bay Beach Wildlife Sanctuary employees Ben Nelson (above) and
Matt Rupnik didn’t need tours when they started their jobs there.
Nelson, a 2003 graduate in Environmental Science and Biology, knew the
Sanctuary from student research involving Canada geese. Today, he’s
assistant director. Rupnik, a 2007 Biology grad, started as a student workstudy employee, a temporary seasonal maintenance employee and rehabilitation intern. He is now the senior animal keeper.
Nelson says a course taught by Biology Prof. Bob Howe influenced his
career. When a local nonprofit approached Howe for advice on property it
owned, the professor assigned each student one aspect of a potential environmental management plan. “I selected white-tailed deer management
for my project,” Nelson said, “and I have been actively involved in white-tail
management ever since, including here at the Wildlife Sanctuary.”
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Curt Haag ’08 communication,
is a tournament
director for the
American Junior
Golf Association in
Braselton, Ga.
Haag

Samuel Hansen ’08 mathematics, of Niagara, Wis., is a director
and podcast producer for ACMEScience.com, focused on online
programming dealing with breaking math and science news.
Megan Harvey ’08 biology and
environmental science, is a staff
scientist for compliance with
ERM, an environmental, health,
safety, risk and consulting service
in Appleton.

Cassandra Heizler ’08
human biology, is
a sub-acute physical therapist for
Banner Health in
Avondale, Ariz.
Heizler

Amanda Knack ’08 political
science and public administration, is the economic development specialist for the City of
West Bend.
Jackelyn Kosmatka ’08 political
science, is an administrative
staff associate with the Laughlin
Constable ad agency office in
Milwaukee.
Kelly McCormick ’08 biology,
is a senior research compliance
analyst for Aurora Healthcare,
Inc., Milwaukee.
Former Phoenix soccer star
Tosaint Ricketts,
who concluded his
eligibility in 2008,
is seeing playing
time at forward for
Canada’s national
Ricketts team as it attempts
to qualify for the
2014 World Cup in Brazil.
Amanda (Meleski) Sormrude
’08 human biology, is a registered
nurse with St. Francis Hospital,
West Allis.
Brad Zuleger ’08 accounting, is
an investment accounting associate for Artisan Partners investment management, Milwaukee.
Brian Bar ’09 psychology, is the
program coordinator of experiential education at the University of
South Carolina. He received his
master’s in educational leadership and policy analysis at UWMadison. (See page 30 for a fun
snapshot from his wedding.)
Michelle (Michaels) Blakley ’09
nursing, received her master’s as
an acute-care nurse practitioner
from Georgetown University.
She works today as a nurse
practitioner with the advanced
heart failure team at MedStar
Washington Hospital Center, the
largest private hospital in the
nation’s capital and the teaching
and research center for Georgetown Medical School.
Holly Bourret ’09 urban and
regional studies and English, is a
business automation analyst with
UW-Madison.

ALUMNI NOTES
Katelyn Broda ’09 communication, is an admissions adviser for
UW-Green Bay.

Broda

Ashley (Hilgart) Deaver ’09
psychology, is a program manager for Rasmussen College,
Wausau.
Matthew Dufek ’09 mathematics, is an actuarial analyst at
Secura Insurance in Appleton.
Mark Johnsen ’09 interdisciplinary studies, is an accountant for
Bay Motor Transport, Green Bay.
Mary Kong ’09 business administration, is a recruiter for Innovative Services, Inc., Green Bay.
Nichole Merckes ’09 First
Nations Studies and English, of
Wittenberg, Wis., is a supportive
care worker for the Ho Chunk
Nation’s health department.
Amanda (Zinda) Paskey ’09
accounting and business administration, is an accountant for
Baker Tilly Virchow Krause
in Madison.
Tyler Rosenberg ’09
business administration,
is a sales manager for Aerotek
Scientific, Germantown.

Tom Bagnall ’10 elementary
education, is the Americorps
VISTA project manager for the
Racine Unified School District.
Stacy (Liverseed) Berry ’10
psychology and business administration, works in inside sales
for the Nord Gear Corp. (think
machinery, not clothing) headquartered in Waunakee, Wis.
Meaghan Gleason ’10 psychology, works in the diversion crisis
facility at Innovative Services,
Inc., Green Bay.
Lauryn Grimando ’10 communication, is an associate media
producer for Vitamin Pictures
production studio in Chicago.
Kristin (Schoenike) Knaack ’10
accounting and business administration, of Clintonville, is a financial analyst for Timberland Inc.

Elizabeth (Schmitt) Teunissen
’09 human biology, is a WIC
(women, infants and children)
nutritionist for the Wee Care WIC
center in the Milwaukee area.

Tiffany Wilhelm ’10 psychology
and French, is a crisis stabilization supervisor for the La Causa
Inc. human services agency in
the Milwaukee area.

Casey Tillery ’09 nursing,
is an adult nurse practitioner for
the Internal Medicine Clinic
in Meridian, Miss.

Jaclyn Zwerg ’10 design arts, is
a graphic designer for Ed Bozarth
Chevrolet in Lone Tree, Colo.

Walter

Brian Muenzenmeyer ’11
computer science, is a software
developer for Orion Energy
Systems, Inc., Manitowoc.
Manda Plout ’11 environmental
policy and planning and environmental science, is a quality auditor for Kraft Foods Inc., Madison.
Julie Schenk ’11 design arts,
is a graphic designer and
production manager for the
Antigo Area Shopper.

Mark Ard ’12 political science,
is an employment
support coordinator
for the Center for
Veterans Issues in
Milwaukee. He is an
eight-year veteran
of the United States
Ard
Marine Corps.
Elizabeth Borck ’12 psychology,
is a house supervisor at
New Community Shelter, Inc.
in Green Bay.

Rachel Reshower ’10 human
development, is an elementary
school counselor for the Wisconsin Heights School District in
Cross Plains. She received her
master’s in counseling psychology in May 2012.

Christopher Smith ’09 computer
science, is a delivery consultant
for Logicalis in De Pere.

Greg Walter ’09 mathematics,
is a computer
support specialist
for Northeast Wisconsin Technical
College,
Green Bay.

Ashley (Zenefski) Kane ’11
accounting, is a corporate
accountant for Green Bay
Packaging, Inc.

Steven Teclaw ’11 environmental policy and planning, works in
quality assurance for Tosca LTD,
Green Bay, and as head coach of
the Phoenix men’s and women’s
ski team.

Andrew Otto ’10 business
administration, is a trip permits
specialist for J.J. Keller & Associates, Inc., a safety and risk management firm based in Kimberly.

Cayla (Schueler) Wessley ’10
business administration, is a
staff member with Aerotek, a
recruiting and staffing company
in Appleton.

Jamie (Froh) Tyrrell ’09 and ’11
elementary education and
master’s in applied leadership for
teaching and learning, is a thirdgrade bilingual teacher with the
Green Bay Area Public Schools.

Laura Hill ’11 business administration, is a staff accountant for
Hartung Brothers, Inc., a diversified agribusiness corporation
based near Madison.

Jenna Cornell ’11 English and
theatre, is an adjunct communications instructor for Northeast
Wisconsin Technical College in
Green Bay. She is also a freelance journalist for Examiner.com.
Aaron Damrau ’11 history and
political science, has received
the top first-year award for legal
research and writing presented
by the Hamline University School
of Law in the Twin Cities. He
sends along thanks to Prof. Andy
Kersten for being a stickler on
formal writing.

Cover artist: Eco award winner
has national voice in ag issues
Ryan Stockwell, a 2001 graduate in Social Change and Development, is
a prominent advocate of no-till farming and cover crops.
As the agriculture program manager for the National Wildlife Federation,
Stockwell helps lead NWF outreach on agriculture policy. He also conducts policy analysis on major agricultural legislation affecting wildlife and
natural resources. Stockwell grew up on a farm. Today, home base when
he’s not traveling is his own farm near Medford, Wis.
“I use no-till and cover crops for many reasons,” Stockwell says, “but first
and foremost is my hope to pass on farming to my three sons… Meanwhile, these practices improve farm profitability. It’s a classic win-win.”
Stockwell (center) was an Earth Week featured speaker at the Green
Innovations Symposium in April. He was presented the 2013 Alumni
Earth Caretaker Award by Prof. John Katers and Dean Sue Mattison.
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Mitchell Daun ’12 business
administration,
is an account
executive for
Press Gazette
Media-Gannett
Media in
Green Bay.
Daun

Jonathan Eckelberg ’12
communication, is a copywriter
for Shopko Corporate in
Green Bay.
Scott Gates ’12 business administration, is a collection coordinator for Johnson Controls, Racine.
Amanda Frisque ’12 human
biology, is a food service specialist for the Green Bay Area Public
School District.
Nathan Grossenbach ’12
accounting, is an audit associate
for Hawkins, Ash, Baptie & Company in De Pere.

Joseph Jung ’12 geoscience,
is the assistant pool manager
at Hawks Landing Golf Club
in Verona.
Andrew Kasel ’12 information
sciences, is a customer service
planner for Green Bay Converting.
Margaret Katz ’12 nursing, lives
in Mokena, Ill., and works as a
registered nurse at Northwestern
Memorial Hospital.
Sarah (Van Slambrouck)
Lipinski ’12 accounting and business administration, is a financial
accountant for Schreiber Foods
Inc., Green Bay.
Tricia Mahnke ’12 communication, is a project manager for
Videonow Productions
in Appleton.

Patrick McGregor ’12 urban and
regional studies, is a research
associate for Hanley Wood Market Intelligence, an independent
real estate research and analytical firm in Scottsdale, Ariz.
Thomas Sutphin ’12 history, of
Green Bay, has military experience with the U.S. Army and as
a site systems administrator and
IT specialist with Prometric testing services, Green Bay.
Joshua VandenBusch ’12
human development, is an
executive team leader
(human resources) with
Target in Fond du Lac.
Julie Wojta ’12 accounting and
business administration, earned
a training camp invite with the
WNBA’s San Antonio Silver Stars.
She starred last season for Belfius
Namur in Belgium’s top league.

Angela (Gilson) Wolf ’12
interdisciplinary studies, is a
service manager for Langlade
Ford, Antigo.
Benjamin Charles ’13 human
biology, works in corporate sales
and service with Fitnessology in
Green Bay.
Emily Faber ’13 business administration, is an account specialist
at Georgia Pacific in Green Bay.
Melissa (Nowak) Manke ’13
accounting and business administration, of Menomonee Falls,is
a staff accountant for DDN, a
provider of outsourced services
and logistics to the life sciences
industry.

The Bar-Hopp Wedding — When Brian Bar ’09 wed Jessica Hopp ’11 in Madison last fall, the wedding party — attendants,
family, photographer — included plenty of fun-loving, prop-wearing alumni. The newlyweds reside in Columbia, S.C., and
work for the University of South Carolina. (That’s the groom in taped 'geek' glasses, next to his bride.)
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Daniel Timm ’77 to
Xue Mei Yu

Angela Hall ’07 to
Thomas Hertel ’07

Andrea Fisher ’10 to
Richard Storzer, Jr.

Jessica Hopp ’11 to
Brian Bar ’09

Katie Hanrahan ’05 to
Rob Barrera

Kristi Schroeder ’07 to
Matthew Tasch ’07

Stacy Liverseed ’10 to
Dennis Berry III ’10

Ashley Zenefski ’11 to
Christopher Kane

Laura Kautzer ’05 to
Andrew Nighbor

Ashley Krouth ’08 to
Brian York

Billie Ort ’10 to
Joseph Nakashima

Amy Knuth ’12 to
Jonathan McGlin ’11

Dana Hartzheim ’05 to
Colin DeCair

Tamarisk Theusch ’08 to
Edward Ehlert ’08

Jamie Froh ’11 to
Joseph Tyrrell ’10

Amber Wegner ’12 to
Nathan Grossenbach ’12

Maria Breu ’07 to
Jeff Lewis

Ashley Hilgart ’09 to
Eric Deaver ’09

Jessie Heil ’11 to
Terry Jasmer

Melissa Nowak ’13 to
Adam Manke
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Alumni NEWS

Kate Meeuwsen ’76
Dr. Jerry Blackwell ’78

Julie Van Straten ’91

GUISHED'
'DISTIN

alumni

Danny Schulz ’05

TOP CARDIOLOGIST, COMMUNITY LEADERS, RECENT GRAD WIN HONORS
The University of Wisconsin-Green Bay welcomed the newest
recipients of the Distinguished Alumni Award at the annual Alumni
Association awards night earlier this month at the Weidner Center.
Receiving the prestigious award were:

and academic enhancements. Her community involvement includes
leadership of the Adolescent Parenting Coalition, Inc., and formation
of the nature-based 4K program at the Green Bay Wildlife Sanctuary.

Dr. Jerry Blackwell ’78 Population Dynamics, president and
executive director of the Wellmont CVA Heart Institute in Kingsport,
Tenn. — A standout guard for the Phoenix NCAA Division II basketball teams of the 1970s, Blackwell went on to achieve prominence
as a cardiology researcher and practitioner who served on the faculty of the University of Alabama at Birmingham and continues to
find success in clinical practice as a leader in the advancement of
MRI and new diagnostic imaging technologies.

Julie Van Straten ’91 English, attorney, civic leader and general
counsel for UnitedHealthOne — In more than 20 years with UnitedHealthcare, Van Straten has risen to an executive position with
significant responsibility in corporate and regulatory matters, risk
management and business development. In the community, she
has been recognized as current president of the Women’s Fund of
Greater Green Bay, for service to the local Chamber of Commerce
board, and for her involvement with United Way, the Greater Green
Bay Community Foundation and other organizations.

Kate Meeuwsen ’76 Music, civic leader, retired educator and member of the UW-Green Bay Foundation Board and Council of Trustees — Meeuwsen has a far-ranging and distinguished record of
advocacy on behalf of educational initiatives at her alma mater and
communitywide. She and her family have been important supporters of Phoenix Athletics, the Weidner Center, Kress Events Center

Receiving the Association’s Outstanding Recent Alumni Award was
Danny Schulz, a 2005 graduate in Accounting and Business Administration. Schulz, employed at Kohler Co. as an accounting project
leader in payroll, sales and use tax, has remained active with his
alma mater including service as treasurer of the Alumni Association
and support of student scholarships.

Moua returns for
commencement address

Why not make it 7,501?
Sign up for Alumni emails

Award-winning alumna Ma
Manee Moua accepted
UW-Green Bay’s invitation
to serve as commencement
speaker for the University’s
May 2013 graduation cerMoua
emony at the Kress Events
Center. Moua operates Moua Law Office in
Roseville, Minn., a Twin Cities suburb. Previously, she was an assistant attorney general
with the state of Wisconsin Department of
Justice, where it was believed she was the first
Hmong American to serve in such a capacity
in any state justice department, nationwide.
She has been a conference speaker at campuses across the Midwest on topics including
criminal justice, the legal system and leadership. She has hosted a monthly legal advice
show, Xovtooj Cua Haiv Hmoob, on a Twin
Cities radio station. Moua received her UWGreen Bay bachelor’s in Philosophy in May
1999, earning Alumni Association Outstanding Student Award honors. She also received
the Association’s Recent Alumni Award in 2007.

Did you know the Alumni Relations Office
sends out a monthly Alumni E-newsletter and
regularly communicates about events and
alumni benefits via email? We do, and we’d
be happy to share those emails with you, too.
Approximately 7,500 alumni stay connected in
this way. If you’d like to stay current on school
and classmate news, as well as all the benefits, events and offers that are available only
to you as a UWGB grad, please subscribe. It’s
as easy as sending a “subscribe” message to
alumni@uwgb.edu.

Get social!
Don’t be left out on all the alumni happenings.
Your Alumni Association is using Facebook,
Twitter and LinkedIn to tell you about jobs,
networking, events, photo sharing and more.
Here’s how to find us:
• Facebook: uwgbalums
• Linked in: UW-Green Bay Alumni
• Twitter: @uwgbalumni

Phoenix alumni fly high
in Washington, D.C.,
plan regional chapter
UW-Green Bay graduates living and working in
our nation’s capital are active and involved, and
they’re interested in linking up with others to
form a new alumni chapter in Washington, D.C.
Beverly Carmichael, UW-Green Bay’s assistant
chancellor for university advancement — which
includes alumni relations — met with alumni
from Maryland, Virginia and the Greater Metro
area during a D.C. visit this spring. A fall gettogether is a possibility. Leading the effort is
James Fenlon ’05, a Marine Corps veteran who
earned his UW-Green Bay degree and stepped
into a legislative assistant spot with U.S. Rep.
Tom Petri of Fond du Lac. Fenlon went on to win
a Presidential Management Fellowship with the
Office of the Chief of Naval Operations. Also
collaborating with Fenlon on chapter development are nurse practitioner
Michelle (Michaels) Blakley
’09 (alumni note on page 28)
and Dr. Tina Sauerhammer
’99 (page 26).
Fenlon
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Follow-up calls share ‘thanks’ for record Phone-a-Thon
On May
9, UW-Green Bay Alumni
Board members Elaina Koltz ’06, Steve
Maricque ’78, Cheryl Paul ’85, Lisa Pritzl ’98
and Nate Vandervest ’03 got together with Alumni
Phone-a-Thon student callers (as well as Director of
Development Jeanne Stangel ’87 and Director of Alumni
Relations Kari Moody ’00) to call hundreds of their fellow alumni
just to say “thank you.”
The callers talked to alumni or left messages of appreciation for
donations to the recent UW-Green Bay annual campaign benefitting
student scholarships and academic excellence.
This year’s phone campaign set a record, exceeding the $50,000
mark in phone pledges for the first time in the campaign’s 16-year
history. (Appeals to alumni donors also include direct mail and
personal asks.) Phone-a-Thon coordinator Tracy Heaser ’05
credits an especially hard-working team of student callers
and generous alumni who continue to grow their
support for UW-Green Bay, especially after
last year’s highly successful Chernick/
Wochinske Challenge.

DRIVE FOR SHOW,
PUTT FOR DOUGH, AND
GOLF FOR SCHOLARSHIPS

It pays to be a UWGB grad!

Join UW-Green Bay alumni and community
members for a day of fun that includes a putting contest, 18 holes of golf with power cart,
lunch, raffle, hole events, an hors d’oeuvres
reception and more. The always-popular
Scholarship Golf Outing takes place Friday,
June 7, at Royal Scot Golf Course.
9 a.m. –

Registration and
putting contest
10 a.m. – Shotgun start
(four-person scramble format)
3 p.m. – Hors d’oeuvres reception/		
social
3 p.m. – Awards, raffle and door prizes
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To register, visit uwgbscholarshipgolfouting.
eventbrite.com. RSVP by Friday, May 24, for
a discounted price. All registrations must
be received by May 28, 2013. For additional
info, contact your director of alumni relations,
Kari Moody, at (920) 465-2226 or email
moodyk@uwgb.edu.

JUNE 7th

Your Alumni Association partners with nationally recognized, pre-approved companies to
offer discounted products and services to our
graduates. Called affinity programs, these
deals might surprise you with their potential
savings. Here’s a list of our current affinity
programs:
• Phoenix Bookstore – 10 percent off
in-store and online gift apparel purchases
• Go Next Travel and Colette Vacations for
first-class trips abroad
• Liberty Mutual home, auto and renters
insurance
• American Insurance Administrators group
life insurance, health insurance and
financial service plans
• Discounted rates at three Green Bay–
area hotels
• Kaplan Test Prep
We’re in the process of updating our affinity
programs, with more alumni benefits available in the next several months, so keep an
eye on our website, www.uwgb.edu/alumni/
benefits, for new programs.
Coming soon:
UW-Green Bay Alumni Association credit
card through the UW Credit Union

Alumni family members
eligible for
legacy scholarship
Each year, the UW-Green Bay Alumni Association seeks to acknowledge and reward
individuals who attend UW-Green Bay in the
footsteps of their parent(s), step-parent(s),
sibling(s), step-sibling(s), legal guardian(s)
and/or grandparent(s). If you have family
members who are planning to attend UWGreen Bay, they may be eligible for this student scholarship. Visit http://www.uwgb.edu/
alumni/benefits/scholarships.asp to learn
more. Scholarship applications are due no
later than 4 p.m. on Thursday, June 27.

What’s
new?
New job, change of address, other exciting news? Updating your alumni information
is a click away, at www.uwgb.edu/alumni/
updates/. Or if you prefer, you can email us
at alumni@uwgb.edu or call (920) 465-2226.

Give the gift of education at any time! Support UW-Green Bay at

www.uwgb.edu/foundation
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Reunion Days
Friday and Saturday Nov. 1 and 2
Catch up with friends, favorite faculty and
others who shaped your college experience.
Share stories about the good old days.
Bring your family and friends. Take a tour.
ReVISIT FAVORITE MEMORIES.

This tradition starts with You!
The events are starting to take shape:

Mark your calendars, tell your friends
and watch for more information on the
FIRst Alumni Reunion Days — help us make
this an annual event!

Friday, Nov. 1:

 Saturday, Nov 2:

• Reception with current and
retired faculty, fellow alumni
and University Leadership

• Brunch with current and retired
faculty, fellow alumni and
University Leadership

• Jazz Concert with special guest, • Exhibition basketball and varsity
volleyball games at the Kress Center
“Big Mouth.”
• Family activities and events
throughout the day
• Guided and self-guided tours
throughout the day
• More events to be announced….

Questions, inquiries? We’re here to help:

www.uwgb.edu/ALUMNI/

University of Wisconsin-Green Bay
2420 Nicolet Drive

I

Green Bay, WI 54311-7001
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SHOE TREE TEE
It’s a time-honored UW-Green
Bay ritual — departing seniors knot
the laces on old shoes and sneakers
and toss them high into the branches of a
massive oak near Residence Life. A new
“Tree Shirt” t-shirt commemorates the
tradition. If you like the leafy look,
visit the Phoenix Bookstore
online.

360˚ OF LEARNING
PARENTS: If this issue is addressed to your son or daughter who no longer
lives at home, please notify UW-Green Bay Alumni Relations of the correct address.
PHONE: (920) 465-2074 E-mail: alumni@uwgb.edu
This publication is made possible through private donations

